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Bombay's Culinary Bliss
A new Indian restaurant in the 'Burg
serves up superb dishes with a stylish atmosphere. Page 17

Four More to Score

The Xris Files

The Colonial Athletic Associaiton grows
with the additon of four new schools to the
conference next year. Find out who made
the list. Page 21

Who Is that guy? A look at lifeclose
encounter with one very visible senior
who discusses his family, friends and fun
Page IS

Life Is a Cabaret
Students from around the world
unite in song in dance and 'Cultural
Cabaret.' Page 4

Honors grad loses cancer battle
Loved and remembered by friends, adviser, Alpha Sigma Tau sisters
few weeks later.
While a student at JMU, Yakovac was a
member of Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
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Attei .i yearlong battll with leukemia, ,1
2000 JMU graduate died on Tuesday.
•s.ir.i Vikovac, 22, was diagnosed with
leukemia, .1 canon ot the white blood
ceils that starts in the bone marrow and
Can spread to other parti of the body,
during her senior year at JMU, shortly
after ipring break. She underwent several medical procedures to battle the disease, including a hone marrow transplant
and chemotherapy
In March, Yakovac went to Ohio Slate
Univerelty's medical center to undergo a
bone marrow transplant with the cells
and blood marrow trom a close non-rclaHve match. She died of complications a
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Sarah Yakovac, center, who died of leukemia on Tuesday, poses
with Alpha Sigma Tau sorority sisters senior Stacy Brownstein.
left, and senior Kelly Craft during spring break last year.

'All Together' spirited

_66
Everything about her was
special — she was brilliant,
beautiful and had a huge heart.
— Stacy Brownstein
senior AST member

99—

ject-area honors student.
Senior Stacy Brownstein, a friend of
Yakovac and fellow member of AST, last
met with her in March prior to the bone
marrow transplant. She said that throughout her illness, "Sara's attitude stayed
positive and she would still make every*
one laugh.
"Everything about her was special —
she was brilliant, beautiful and had a huge
heart," Brownstein said. "She was always
there to talk to, to go to for help and to gel
great,practical advice. Sara was panfcilanl
and humble about her achievements
Professor of Economics Andrew Kohen
was Yakovac's academic advisor and
senior honors project committee suparvfc

when? she was on the executive board.
president of the Economics Gub and a sub-
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Lombardi Bunnies?

Five awarded for individual qualities
BY LYNN
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"All Together i line awards honored

Each recipient was introduced D) ■>

friend or studenl
Hedriik was honored because of his
constant contributions to the students,
according to Junta Rachel Montgomery.

five members «>t flu- |\ll uimniumt\
Ihursday afternoon on the steps oi Wil"Lou treats people ,is individuals,"
son Mall t reeled and arranged bj the Montgomery said "He treats them as
national leadership honors sodet) OmJ* it they are the only studenl he sees
cruti IVlI.i kappa, the
that da)
second annual awards
M"S AM ;i .duate,
46
were given to those who
Hedrick offers to the
contribute*.! thru Indicommunity his belief in
It's a feeling of
vidual qualities to the
equal oppornmal) and
spirit of JMU.
beloneilW W'llile Still ** Importance of havI his yeai 's recipients
1 .
• I- • 1
i
ing the studenl
i
111— rHqitui of Disabilbeing an individual al the core, Montity
ScrvloM
i ■•"
— WfltdV bill
"',''still love cominq to
tied nek, Converse 11.til
lenw work
every
daj
houstketper
* indy
Rexrode. laniiK Man1 ledrick said
agement
professor
" 7—
Reaoode was honored
David Here Alternative
because oi her efforts to
Spring Break COordlnatoi Morgana maintain the deanllneas of Convene
Wallace and Paycholog) pn«ti*ss.>r Bsjan Hall as well .is for supporting its residents,
Saadatmand.
Senior Wendv Gill, ODk member
According to various reainVnls pre
welcomed the approximately ISO peo- sent al me event Rexrode regularly .isks
them
him thev .ire doing and is parent
ple in attendance by explaining the spir*
like by riving out presents and cards on
it <»t' All Ibgethei i
"It's a feeling IMU has encompassed special holidays.
11 en it she s having i bad day, she
for decades,*1 < 'ill laid It's > feeling *>t
belonging while still being an Individ1 I\I
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Known for their on-stage antics, 2 Sklnnea Jt draw fans to Hillside Raid as the rain
ended during Lombardi Oras Saturday. More than 2,500 people attended throughout the
\1H.HW \|OMl,n\|| R1, <\tm
Alternative Spring Break Coordinator Morganna Wallace. I to r. Director of Disability
Services Lou Hedrick. professor of Family Management David Herr and psychology
professor BIJan Saadtmand received All Together One" awards.

day bringing In about $20,000 to be split In third* by Habitat for Humanity, the Lombardi
Cancer Association and the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Association.

Student graduation speaker announced

LACROSSE

Asekition oommitte
. .en Ihe
studenl speaker lo deliver tlu- senior
graduation speech .it the \1,i\ ~ commencement COT
The committee consisting ol -in
denls.widadniinisli
uating senior Michael Ba&gier oul tit -1
other appli.anls
Each appHanl delivered .1 spe
ihe committal fa onkk 1 ittosi
itii.n was deemed most appm
priaie for the occaoion mid Studenl
u«eminent Ajeodatton Vice Pre
lor Studenl Affairs innior Peter
SwcnJjDtwaU
BasgierS speech will refled on hi
sxpertances al |MU rathei than >cl as
an inspii.ilion loi
llie future.
Swetdsawtld said
Selection
committee
members
■d In , ipasch because graduating

Dukes take CAA Championship

seraon uill W able to Identify with him
and rememlvi me apaach long aSaj
to
Swerdaeweld
l'.ls,;iei

receiving

a

degree

ill

ti lecommunkationfl
managemenl
under the School ol Media Arl
Design and ,1 second di e
da* sueiur with .1 minor in health
I
l will share the -lag.- with
commencement speaker William
Safin, .> Pulitm prize winner (ot
politlcaj ton nentan
lhe.innii.il lelectiori ;

'I led by Ihe Si;A and the Office ol
Annual i
Ihe aaiioi graduation speech is a
tradition at |MU, accordin
vwaki
imnyiled from staff rqwlf

6-5 win over No. J Loyala puts JMU one game from NCAA chances
Sanioi mk.ne.der Michelle ZurBuh'a goal with 4~ seconds remainlng In regulation game won JMU a 6S upset o\er number i>ix- s»vd I ovola
L'imersiiv in the 2001 Colonial Alhletic AssiKi.itum lacrosse Championshlp yeateida) In Richmond.
ir.uiine, by one .it the halt the
i hikes allowed fuel one K»M1 in the
second halt while pouring In ihneoJ
their own In addition to the pna>
winiXT /urtluh o|H-netl up tin- scoring in tin second hall with a goal at
the 26:46 marie
I oyol.i started tlu- ^ime on a tear,

netting three straight on JML"s senior
goaltender Jennifer Conradini. Corradini made 12 saves and allowed five
goals in 60 minutes en route to earning the 2001 Tournament MVP
award.
After Zurfluh's goal to open the
second half, senior midfielder Mindy
Leher gave JMU its first lead of the
day just five minutes later. The game
was tied by Loyola's Danielle Battersby shortly after, setting up seven minutes of scoreless lacrosse and the dramatic ending.
Sophomore midlieldjy^-j^fledt

responded to the Greyhounds blister
big surt bv netting the Dukes tirst
two goals in 10 minutes. Staedt, who
had two goals and two assists in the
ilumpionsliip win, along with Corradini were named to the 2001 AllToumament leant
The win moves the CAA Champion Dukes to 10-<M>n the season while
dropping Loyola to 12-2. Thursday's
home match-up with Dukes University is the last of the season for JMU
prior to the NCAA Tournament
which begins on Mav 10.
— compiledfrom staff rrports
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• Adult Degree Program information meeting, 5:30 p.m.. call
x6824 or e-mail adult-degree-program
• Scier.ce Fiction/Fantasy Guild meeting. 7 p.m.. Taylor 311
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TUESDAY, April 24
• Pottery Sale. 8am. to 5 p.m , Duke Hall entrance, sponsored by JMU Ceramics
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the Festival

• Sign Language club meeting. 7:30 p m, Health and Human
Services Building 1201. contact Sara at x59i9 or zuckersa
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• Pottery Sale. 8 am to 5 p.m.. Duke Hall entrance, sponsored
by JMU Ceramics
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e-mail Shannon at piercesm
• Campus Assault ResponsE (CARE) meeting. 6:15 p.m.. Taylor
311. contact Andrea at 437-6636 or miloal
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and why'
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id CASI I BONDS
i>»li( i reporter
A bomb threat reportedly occured in Zane
Showker Hall April 19 at 12 11 p m
The building was reportedly evacuated and
searched
In other matters, campus polce report the following
Underaged Possession
Caroline A Zito. 18, ol Old Lyme. Conn.
and Allan P. Tnel, 19. ol Toms River. N.J..
were arrested and charged with underaged
possession ot alcohol April 20 at 12 35 a.m at
the Ikenberry service drive
Grand Larceny
• A JMU student reported that unknown persons allegedly stole a digital camera from
Potomac Hall between 7 p.m on April 4 and 5
p.m on Apnl 8
The camera was reportedly silver with
black tnm and worth S700
• A JMU student reported that unknown persons stole a lap lop computer and 15 CDs
Irom a car parked in R2-lol The report was
filed on April 18 al 1 01 p.m.
The computer was reportedly a black notebook in a leather carrying case

The value of the stolen properly is reportedly S4.900
Computer Trespass
• A JMU student reported thai unknown persons had allegedly gained access lo a computer password and changed it Apnl 17
between 3:45 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. in McGrawLong Hall.
Several profane messages were also
reportedly left on the computer.
The situation is under investigation.
Harassment
• Two JMU students were reportedly
approached and harassed by an unknown
male and lemale student al the ISAT computer lab on Apnl 17 between 8:30 p.m. and 9:15
p.m.
The situation is under investigation.
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Today
Partly cloudy
High 82 Low 59

Thunderstorms

76

43

Wednesday

Partly cloudy

64

41

Thursday

Partly cloudy

65

43

Friday

Partly cloudy

73

47
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©lde Mill Village
FREE ETHERNET,
PHONE AND CABLE!!
SOME FULL UNITS ARE STILL AVAILABLE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering FREE ethernet, phone and
cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Pet leases available!

S'
s- V
^- S'
3- V
CJ.

• Restrictions apply.

Limited time offer.

• v v t,: tj:

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.

11A South Avenue. —^j^
IIVAMAI.I HIAI 1Y
Harrisonburg
.T/ V: M.I Ml INI CRI it T

15
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Tuesday

Littering
• Two JMU students were judicially referred
for htlenng in R2-lot on Apnl 20 al 12:35 am

INFORMATION

High

Horoscopes

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
' Well lit parking areas and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

^

(540) 432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.com
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'The idea is to provide helpful
research and information to
other students in the field of
education."

Mate to order

Students explore their
pasts to learn about future
mates.

DANIELLE BOURGAULT

CEP events coordinator
tee below

see below

Students share semester-long research
BYANNACULBRETH
contributing writer
Students shared the results of their semesterlong research projects Wednesday as the College
of Education and Psychology sponsored the third
annual Student Inquiry Forum
in
the
Convocation Center.
All seven programs in the education department were represented at this event to share
information and answer questions.
"We have representatives of programs from
Infant-Toddler Education to Adult Education to
Special Education at the forum," coordinator
Cheryl Beverly said. "The representatives are
there to explain the program in terms that anyone
can understand "
The majority of (he forum's participants were
students working on their Masters degrees and
other graduate students. The students had performed semester-long research on a parti, war
topic as part of their course work.
The topics ranged from the role of an educator in preventing child abuse to understanding poverty within the education.il iy*
tern. The purpose of the forum was to present
the information gathered throughout the
semester.
Each presenter used a poster to present his or
her information, explaining the current research
on a particular topic or a recent educational program of his/her choice.
"The idea is to present helpful research and
information to other students in the field of edu-

S\H \l| Ml R/.i Mribmklgphotothipher

Graduate student Jaclyn Smith examinee a display at Wednesday's Student Inquiry Forum.
cation," said Danielle Bourgault, events coordinator in the office of the dean of the College of
Education and Psychology.
Masters student Lince Morgan said, "This has
been a semester-long culmination of efforts to disseminate the information we have found to classmates, colleagues, faculty and students "

The students explored a plethora of topics.
Some of the ideas presented were multicultural
issues within the field, effective communication
techniques, understanding poverty's role in
education, the male role as an elementary school
teacher and responding to children with disabilities.

Craduate student Anne Jackson presented
her instructions on how to make a student
handbook. "My goal is to express the importance of communicating with the parents,"
she said. "The whole process has been a lot
of fun."
Minors in the Human Resource Development
Department also participated in the forum. They
presented posters to demonstrate what education
may be like in 20 years. The students made proposals for future technology implementations
such as voice-activated computers and ear capsule information releasers.
Most of the individuals who attended the
forum were the students involved in the
Educational Program at JMU. "We benefit the
most to see what otrfcr students have come up
with," Morgan said.
Other students who attended the fair said they
were equally impressed with the research the participants presented.
"The presentations |were| all very informative," sophomore Caroline Wist said.
The Student Inquiry Forum is just one of several events of the College of Education and
Psychology's Spring Symposia during the month
of April.
A Psychology undergraduate poster session by psychology students will be held
today from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Cleveland Hall
lobby. The Adult Degree Program Senior
Project Forum will be held Friday at 6:30 p.m.
in Taylor 405.

Relationship specialists reveal secrets of'hooking up'
BY KYRA PAPAFIL

contributing writer
Specialists explained how life
experiences affect the characteristics they seek in the perfect
mate during a
workshop
Thursday.
Specialists
from
the
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center presented "Hookin' Up: Why We
Choose the Mates We C h
in the Health and Human
Services Building.
Mike Johnson, CSDC staff
P«.\vh«il,igist, said the main
objectives of the workshop \\«-r.*
to discover how early experiences in childhood reflect who
we are today, the emotional
impacts of some early experi-

ences and how these experiences
reflect the partners we seek
A quote on the whiteboard
that faced students as they
entered read, "What we unconsciously want is to get what we
did not get in childhood, from
someone who is like the people
who did not give us what we
needed in the first place."
Johnson said, "The theory
we are working from today is
that in our unconscious we
carry the pictures of our perfect match. We are attracted to
those who have the negative
.mil positive It.ill-, of our i-.itc
takers."
Students wen- led through a
series "1 exercises regarding the
negative and positive traits of

their parents, childhood experiences and characteristics of past
and present partners.
The specialists said there are
risks in letting others know and
see your feelings, and it is alright
to be a little anxious or hesitant
in expressing yourself.
"Hopefully, (students) will
walk away with an awareness of
their past relationships," Louis
Schlifke, pre-doctoral psychology intem at CSDC, said.
"This was our first time offering this program. We'll now go
back and review it, tweak it a bit
and maybe off.-r It .,,;,,., in th»
fall semester," Johnson said.
The CSDC is located in
Varner I louse. It is open 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. daily.

"What we
unconciousty
want is to act
what we did not
v
get in chifdhood,
jrom someone who
is (ike thepeop(e
who did not give
us what we
needed in
the first
1*'
KELLY ARCHIBALD/ iraphus tdilar

Book it!
Anthony-Seeger undergoes
renovations
Anthony-Seeger Hall Is currently
undergoing renovations to prepare for
new occupants.
Coordinator ot Space Management tor
Resource Planning Mack Moore said
Anthony-Seeger has been under renovation Irom the time the School of Media
Arts and Design moved out over the
summer. He said the renovations "consisted of the conversion of academic
space to office space The work entailed
light construction, painting, carpet, some
new doorways, etc."
Moore said the renovations were funded with Operations lunds.
Anthony-Seeger has been the home of
the Art Education department since the
School of Speech Communication
moved to Its main offices to Hamson Hall
annex over winter break. The Art
Education department moved Into the
building from its former location in the
August Trailer, situated outside ol
Anthony-Seeger
The Office ot Institutional Research
moved from the Smith House Annex into
the former SMAD office spaces in
Antgony-Seeger on April 2, according to
Director
ot
Resource
Planning Steve
Knickrehm.
_
Moore said
the offices ot
the Center for Assessment and
Research Studies (CARS) will be moving into Anthony-Seeger on June 4
CARS will be moving out ot its current
location in Blue Ridge Hall.
Moore said Institutional Research and
CARS are the two main components of
the division of Institutional Etlectiveness
and locating them both in the same
building was for organizational purposes. "More importantly, both of these entities had outgrown their locations and
had long been considered for new
space," he said.
Knickrehm said museum piece collections that are occasionally exhibited
are also being stored in the building
These pieces, formerly stored in Duke
Hall, were moved out so Duke could
expand its photography program,
Knickrehm said
Moore said the decision on who
should move into the available space
was made by the administration after
considering a number ot proposals and

In Brief

recommendations by the offices of
Space Management and Resource
Planning.
Moore said all construction is planned
to be completed by the end ot May.
—by news editor Richard Sakshaug

Eight students win in first
annual Write On! contest
The College of Arts and Letters and
the Writing Program announced last
Wednesday eight winners in their first
annual student-writing contest.
About 200 undergraduate and graduate students submitted entries of written
works tor JMU classes in any discipline
tor the Write On! contest.
Students competed in three academic
levels: (reshmarv'sopbomore, junior/senior and graduate.
Winners in the Ireshman/sophomore
level were sophomore Ruth Harlu for "A
Confederacy of Dunces: Grotesque
Incongruity and Societal Criticism," senior Grace Love lor "Creating a More
Effective Learning Environment: The
Effects of Nonverbal Immediacy in
Multicultural Classrooms" and sophomore Katie Rubrtght for The Realism
of the Surreal in Joan Miro's Painting.'
Junior senior-level winners were senior
Jason Bauer tor "First Strike to Fallout:
American Culture. Nuclear War and (he
Movies, 1949-1999," senior Morgan
Evans lor "Parodies of Hamlet: Truth m
Bias and Stillness in Motion": and senior
Lisa vanada for "Digital Image
Database Documentation."
Graduate-level winners were Jacob
Blosser lor "Getting Away with Murder.
The Tragic Story of George Washington
at Jumonville Glen" and TTie Changing
Face of America: The Evolution of
National Identity Revealed in Early
Histories of the American Revolution"
and Michelle Brown for Castrating the
Nun in Pope's "Eloise and Abetard."
Papers written lor 100 and 200 level
courses were considered in the treshman sophomore category, 300 and 400
level courses for the junior/senior category, and graduate classes for the graduate category, according to Janette
Martin, assistant professor In the Wnting
Program and chairperson of the Write
On! committee.
The winners will be recognized at an
awards ceremony on May 4 .
— from stall reports

Sophomore Lauren Boote drops off a book at a book drive for children learning English In
Mozambique. The book drop took place all week on the commons as part of Mosaic Week,
sponsored by the SGA Multicultural Committee.
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College News Dance and song provide cultural insight
U. of Michigan's latest Naked Mile'
draws fewer bodies than usual
With threats ot arrest and further punishment
looming, University of Michigan students were
much more hesitant than usual to participate m
the school's "Naked Mile," an annual nude run by
students through the
streets of Ann Arbor.
Barely two dozen
students participated
in the run. a far cry
from the 400 entrants
in last year's race.
said Department of Public Safety spokesperson
Diane Brown, who added that the number of
spectators had dropped by almost a third
Police arrested eight people — four for indecent
exposure, four for disorderly conduct — while the
DPS made four arrests.
Additionally, the Ann Arbor News, which called
the event an attraction "we'll be glad to see the
end of." reported that one participant had filed a
sexual assault claim
Some students blamed the cokj weather for the
lack of participants in the race, a charge disputed
by Brown, who said that there was snow on the
ground dunng last year's run.
"It was much colder last year, and that didn't
stop anybody from coming out," she said.
But most eyewitnesses, according to a report in
the Michigan Dairy student newspaper, felt lhat
heightened attempts by the police to prevent students from participating is what ultimately turned
off most would-be streakers
Things went 100 times worse than we
thought they would." sophomore Michael
Simon told the Daily "The reactions of the
crowd to these arrests were really strong. I was
(ust completely shocked and outraged They
the runners] were not hurting anyone."

In Brief

\i> KATI SNYDES
>/.;(/ writ! r
students front countries around Ihe world gath
ered in "Cultural c abaret" to perform an array of
dances and songs Ihursda) night tat IV Killroom.
Sponsored by III"' Mutluliltur.il t ommittiv ol
tin- Student Governmenl Vssodatton, students
involved shared Insight and customs in efforts to
teach fHvr1- aboul Ihetr cultures,
\ K»t ot International organizations are not
vet) outspoken on campus, said envoi David
\lilK, president eled of SGA Ws wanted to put
together an evenl to celebrate Ihs diversity of the
student bod) and have tun in doing so"
Aboul l^1 students sttended the "Cabaret"
most ,.t whom wen.' members ol intrrn.ition.il
organizations on campus
The night was Riled "ith festivities, including
man) dances performed In International students Sophomore! lugu Saraiva, prcsidcnl of the
International Student Association, performed two
II.IIK.~- ot difficult moves and upbeat attitude
both traditional to the Brazilian culture.
'I .mi very passionate about my culture. and I
think it is reflective In my dancing," Saraiva said
forming in the "Cabaret 1 hope l influenced students tobecome mortawareol diversity,
and st.irl to p.ntkip.ite more in JMU's various
intern.ition.il organizations '

"Rings to do befro/ie. SuntmeJi:
□
□
□
□
□
□

Teachers fighting student plagiarists
Cheaters beware: If s getting harder to buy research
papers off the Internet without getting caught.
Several Web tools have become available in the
last tew years that help teachers delect plagiarism. Tumllln.com is a Web site where teachers
Xer and pay an annual fee. Students must
it their papers to the Web site before turning
them in to the teachers The site uses a database
of papers and search engines to look for matches
of strings of the same words and sends the results
to ihe teachers.
Tumllln.com is owned by iParadigms Inc. ot
Oakland. The software for Ihe program was developed by iParadigms Inc in 1995 to monitor Ihe
growth of Internet plagiarism at the University of
California-Berkeley. The company crealed
Tumlllncom two years ago and has some 7.300
subscribers from around the world, Chief
Executive Officer John Bame said
Barne said about 30
percent of the papers
submitted to the site
have been plagtanzed
This is far and away
above what you normally hear reported."
Bame said.
Another anti-plagiansm Web tool is a software program bought
by teachers and
nstalled on their own
l„k- ■
i- computers. Called
— JOnn Bame Eve2, the program
iParadigm. CEO sends
submitted
papers to rno compaJ5 — ny's computer server
and compares them to
papers taken from Ihe
various cheat sites on the Web Eve2 was created
by CaNexus Inc., based in Belleville. Ontario.
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This is far and
away above
what you
normally hear
reported.

Fitness centers making the grade
Expensive fitness centers, complete with climbing walls, juice bars and racquetball courts, are
replacing drab gymnasiums at universities across
the country.
Washington State University, in Pullman; Loyola
Cotege in Maryland, in Baltimore: and Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, NY, are among schools
lhat have opened muttimiion-dolar recreation centers in the last year The University of Northern Iowa
m Cedar Fals was ahead of the curve: Its 225,000square-foot center opened in 1997.
"I think this is the beginning of a huge trend
lor facilities ol this caliber across the country." said Aaron Hill, marketing director for the
National Intramural-Recreational Sports
Association, based in Corvalhs. Ore.
The primary reason these facilities are being
built is they've been shown to contribute to better
academic performance, to contribute to recruiting
and retention and [college officials] know lhat
healthier students are happier students"
Hill said at least SI 25 billion is being spent on
these facilities. The majority are being paid for
with sludent activity tees, he said The three most
common features in the designs are weight
rooms, fitness areas and gymnasiums.
Baltimore's Loyola College completed its $25
million Fitness and Aquatic Center in October, leatunng an eight-lane pool, climbing wall, juice bar
and outdoor adventure center
Rensselaer's $5.7 million center, completed a
year ago, includes a weight training room, a Illness center with more than 40 pieces of exercise
equipment and rooms for wellness classes
Washington State opened its $39 million recreation center in January.

Student death tied to allergy, pain pills
The death of an Illinois woman whose body was
found near a Virginia college campus was caused
by drug poisoning, according to reports.
The body ot Yasmeen Qutub. 18, an equine
studies major at Virginia Intermont College, was
discovered Feb 14 next to a creek in a wooded
area behind a shopping center about 1 5 miles
from the college campus in Bnstol
Dr William Massello, chief medical examiner lor
the Virginia Commonwealth Health Department in
Roanoke. ruled Wednesday lhat the death was
caused by "analgesic and antihislamine drug poisoning" caused by ingestion ol Tylenol, an acetaminophen and diphenhydramine, an antihislamine
with a sedating effect.
Details about the quantity of the drugs consumed and whether Ihe incident was considered
accidental were not available
Neither Massello nor detectives from Ihe Bnstol
Pokce Department could bo reached for comment
Family and Iriends had searched days for
Qutub. Her mother had expressed concern about
a minor defect in one of the woman's heart valves
About 9 p.m Feb 8. Outub told her twin sister.
Ahila, who was also her roommate, that she was
going lor a walk to calm down after a quarrel with
a fnend in the dormitory.
After a shon time, her sister became worried
and rounded up friends to look for her.
—from wire reports

show, it g.n e me a great opportunity to see clothing tr.-in other nations that I had never seen," '
ireshman Rub) Singh >aid "The Cabaret allowed
me to learn so much more aboul other cultures
and their beauty."
-\n hull,m dance was performed by three cou-'
pies near the hack ot the ballroom. Students gathered around freshmen Claudia Sanchez and
Asinm.i Batraand senior Maryam Siddiqul as they
performed with partners, senior fejas I'atel. freshman Sunnv l.nsingh.ini and sophomore Omar
Chauri in an Indian dance
"I am from Columbia but it was Interesting to
learn Ihe dances of other countries, including
India,
Sanchez said
"Participating in Ihe
"Cultural Cabaret has further opened my eyes to
how important it is for |MU to support and
acknowledge dncrsiH on campus."
In Ihe linale. dancers portmyed Ihe difference
BECKl GABRfl l.u.lt ^oli'vraphf'
between a traditional Indian dance and an'
Sophomore Vannara So sings a traditional Asian
Americanized version using different moves,
song at the first annual "Cultural Cabaret."
body language .\mi clothing.
Students said tliev were lasemated to see how
Sophomore Vannara So sang a traditional
IVstern culture relates to the older traditions of
Asian
song, followed later by junior Azin
Mahoozi who demonstrated a Persian dance.
Ihe East
"I really think it was important to promote the
International students also participated in a
difference
between our cultures." sophomore
tashion show, displaying clothing from countries
Including India, Vietnam, Pakistan. Columbia.
Whit Smith s,nd "It gave me more respect for.'
other people and their ways of life."
"Even though I wasa participant in the Eeshion

Get friends' email addresses
Delete any unneeded email in mailbox
Unsubscribe from mailing lists
Set up secret question
Download new mail client
Check project info for webmail

Are you ready for summer? We are.
After you've saved email addresses for all of your friends and freed up your
email quota for receiving summer mail, you really ought to take a look at the
changes we're making.
• Would you like to be able to more easily reset your own password?
If so, go to http://www.imu.edu/accounts and select the option for setting
up a secret question. You will create a question and answer that only you
will know. Then, if you forget your elD password, you can reset it back to
the default yourself by correctly answering your secret question.
• Did you know that reading your email off-campus will be different this
summer?
The time has come for Execmail to go. If that's your email client, you will
need to move to Mulberry. Mulberry is the University's new client and has
been pre-configured to work from on or off campus.
If you use another email client such as Eudora, Netscape, or Outlook, you
will need to add new configuration information.
More information is available at: http://www.imu.edu/emailupQrade
•

Be sure to check back at the computing home page for up-to-date project
information including webmail access at http://www.imu.edu/computino.

For more information, please contact the HelpDesk at 568-3555.
Information Technology, James Madison University

graduating?
Information Technology would like you to know that your email
account will be active until your degree is confirmed. This is typically
completed by July. After that, your account will be disabled. To
ensure that you continue to receive your email:
•.

♦ Make sure that you have set up a new email account with an
ISP or a free service provider such as Yahoo or HotMail before
- graduation.
♦ Forward your JMU email account to the new address

Mntwf/AY.vi'i^iAiiiHa

♦ Copy any existing email that you would like to keep to your new
address.
♦ Correct mailing list subscriptions to use the new address.
♦ Notify friends and family of your new address.

'
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Friends, family
mourn death
ofJMUgrad

Earth Day 2001 notes 'sense of urgency'
Supporters motivated to educate public, government role in protection of nature
BY ERIC IJCHTBLAU

Lot Angeles Times

from FRIENDS, page 7
sor. He kept in contact with her during
her illness.
He said what amazed him most about
Yakovac was her "indomitable spirit." He
said although she knew her odds of
recovery were not high, she always
remained positive.
"She managed to keep other people's
spirits up," he said. "She didn't want to
get other people down. She raised their
spirits by putting on her most optimistic
face possible."
Kohen said the doctors told Yakovac
that she had a 20 percent chance of coming through March's bone marrow transplant procedure, yet Yakovac remained
positive, asserting that she would be in
that 20 percent
Kohen said although she won many
battles in her fight Bgafcial leukemia, she
lost the war and "we all lost as a result"
Kohen said that cataclysms such as lifethreatening diseases often emphasize
what we are .is human beings and the
way we live the rest ot our lives. I le said
Yakovac's persistence and positive attitude reflected the wav aha lived her life.
"As short as it was, she did have a
very high quality life," he said. "She
enhanced the quality of the lives of people around her
"Not only was she my student and
advisee, but also my friend," Kohen Mid
Members of AST met Thursday to
share memories of Yakovac and plan
activities in her honor. The group decided
on several ideas, including sending flowers to Yakovac's funeral and to the home
of \wv parents. They also plan to start a
scholarship in honor of Yakovac and to
make a donation to the leukemia Society
in her name. They are considering buying
a brick in her honor to be placed in the
Leeolou Alumni Center.
A viewing service will be held Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. and from 6 to 8 p.m.
at the Demainc Funeral Home on Backliik
Road in Springfield. The funeral service
will be held Friday at 2:45 p.m. at Fort
Myer Chapel in Arlington followed by a
burial in Arlington National Cemetery.
AST is accepting donations to create
the Sara Yakovac Scholarship at the following address: Alpha Sigma Tau
National Foundation, Inc., 1929 Canyon
Road, Birmingham , AL 35216-1723. AST
is still determining the criteria for the
scholarship.
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For three decades, Farth Day has
offered die-hard preservationists and
once-a-year devotees the chance to
clean beaches, picnic at the park and
pay homage to the em ironment.
But environmentalists, alarmed by
a recent blitz of decisions by the Bush
administration, said Sunday's 31st
annual Farth Day has more riding on
it than usual.
"1 think Earth Day 2001 has a definite sense of urgency to it. What
we're seeing in Washington has
made us even more motivated to do
what we can to educate the public,"
Evelyn Guerra, a spokeswoman for
the Seattle based Earth Day Network, said Saturday.
Indeed, the second-ranking
Democrat in the House of Representatives charged in a radio
address Saturday that Bush, in his
first three months in office, "has
treated the big polluters to Ml all*
VOU<an*Cft1 smorgasbord of environmental giveaways."
Rep. David E. Bonior, D-Mich.,
charged that the administration's
nctnl .utions — including its rejec-

tion of tougher standards tor aiwnftc
There have been marked improvein drinking water and carbon dioxide ments in air pollution, water quality
emissions from power plants — sig- and toxic emissions, the institute
nal that President Hush is willing to noted. And positive environmental
reverse years of environmental trends "are likely to continue" in the
progress achieved since the first years ahead as a result of improved
Earth Day was commemor.ite.1 in technology, market-based incentives
San Francisco in
and
local
l%9.
activism, it said.
66John S. Glenn,
White
They want to turn every acre House
a Sierra Club
leader in Florida
spokesman Ari
of dirt into cash.
Fleischer, speak who is active in
wetlands protec— John S.Glenn tagwHhBtpottem
tion, said he too
Siena Club leader on Thursday, said
- ~
Bush is merely
is worried about
what the Bush
7 7
an king to review
administration wi mean for the environmental regulations imposed
am ironment.
by the Clinton administration in its
"Big oil is in charge now. Big cor- final days. "In many cases," he
porate America is in charge," he said. promised, "this administration will go
"They want to turn every acre of dirt beyond what the previous adminisinto cash." But conservatives counter tration did in protecting the environ
that the dOOfM davers have it wrong. ment," he said. Does that mean, FleisAn environmental study released cher was asked, that Bush should be
last week by the Pacific Research considered a "green" president?
"He's a balanced president," FleisInstitute .i conservative Californiabased group, atfd thai despite the chcf answered.
scare tactics of activists and the
In the last week, the Bush adminmedia, environmental protection has istration has upheld Clinton rules
been "the greatest luocaaa story of requiring thousands of additional
businesses to dis* lose Iheir emission
the last :*) years."

of potentially toxic lead, and
announced that the United Slates will
sign an mtern.ition.il treaty aimed .>t
banning toxic chemicals
Activists charged lh.it these steps
were ,i transparent effort by the
White House lo appear more environmentally friendly in advance of
Farth Day But I leis,her rejected that
assertion, saying that "on Ibis topic,
the president's meaaagl to staff has

been wee) Mralghl and consistent
and that is. take actions based on science, not based on public relations
Organizers sav that hundreds of
thousands of people or more around
the world will voice their strong commitment to the environment Sunday
at more than 1,500 Earth Day events
planned worldwide.
Events will highlight the theme of
renewable energy, a cause organizers
say has been made more critical In
(he energv * i isis in California and by
the Bush administration's proposed
budget cuts in energy research.
Earth Day organizers say they
want to remind people about the fragile nature of the environment and
emphasize thai everyone — fnmi government leaders on down — has a role
in protecting it.

Five honored for dedication to JMU
ffclftl I'lVE.page i
always wants to know how you are
doing first," said senior Converse
Hall resident Karen Boxley.
Because of her encouraging words
and constant interest in connecting
people, as well as her efforts to keep
Converse clean, Rexnxle has often
been called a "Ray of Sunshine" by
hall residents.
"Her willingness to keep Converse
clean is amazing." Bald Converse 1 [all
Director junior Sarah Strong
The third recipient honored was
Herr, professor of one of JMU's
most popular ilasses — Family
Management, according to senior
Martha Trotta.
In class, students said he Icaclx's
the importance of family and, on
oviasion, incorporates his own fami-

ly members in class discussions
minimum amount of people in order love and dignity, and he loves to
"I have many blessings, and one of for everyone to go, according to give back to people, said friend
Allbray Rupintas
them is that I am able to beach Bt senior Stacey Mueller
Wallace also uses her creative tal
A professor for 31 years, Saadat
JMU," Herr said.
Wallace was honored for her con- ents as an artist and supports show- mand teaches a course on the psytributions to the
cases at Zirkle chology of human intimacy and is
House Gallery,known for his affectionate personaliCommunity Ser- -«ty not just to his family, but to everyvice
Learning
1
have
many
blessings,
and
^£L*
one he meets, Rupintas aald
Office, as a Big
"He remembers tin- names and
Brothers Big Sisone of
them is thai I am able * radiating »an
J
ters
volunteer
.
.....
artist,
Mueller faces of everyone he meets and he
tO
teach
at
JMU.
said.
"Her
heartmakes
everything personal," Rupinand for her work
wanning person- tas aald
as an Alternative
— Da\idlkrr ality is just one of
After all the recipients were indiSpring
Break
professor of family management ^ many facets."
coordinator.
vidually honored, each received a
■%^
The last recipient pin bearing Ihe "All Together I »ne"
Demonstrathonored, Saadat- logo, as well as a paving atone
ing her dedication, Wallace sacrificed the Alterna- rnand, known as "Uncle Bijan" to his engraved with their names to be
tive Spring Break trip that she had students, was honored for his role as a placed in the patio on the commons.
"This community gathering is a
wanted to go on this year and, psychology professor and as the head
thank you to these people tor giv ing
instead, went on a trip she had of the Office of International Students.
Saadatmand is a combination of themselves to )MU." Gill said.
atnaady been on beeauee it needed a

SQUIRE HILL
WeVe (o.werjecj
our prices:

Free
f>e+s
in *e(ec+ unltf
• 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms - your choice!
•Come see why Squire Hill is
THE place to live for 2001
•Full size kitchen, washer/dryer,
dishwasher
•Coming soon- NEW fitness center

of * "•**
leases s*»"
available

Squire Hill Apartments
434-2220
Clubhouse, Devon Lane
www.wmci.com
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The College of
Integrated Science and Technology
is proud to announce our
senior award recipients
for 2000-2001
( oHnminitiUion Sciences ;iml Disorders
.li-unifer I- Weni/. Ih-iin'y Stholnr
Sarah < . IlmU. Senior Scholar
< oinimter Science
Kail P. MiK-l/ir. Peons S,hot,ir
(;r»j I . kiiililunin. I'u/sf.indinf; l-t.ulu.il,
Mallhc" P. Bueker. !Na»fel Klalami. Ailam J, Whitman.
and Jo*liua M. I a>lw. IhstiitKuishti GMMMfcl
(»cuai:ii)liic Science
.Irtsica N. Have*. Ih-an's Scholar
Katlu-iim- M. FltCr, AMMMMhff dYig ft**/ Major
Brian < . Vnlwi and .Inuiifrr I.. MiKeeu'i. (kagH/drJ Km* t Kwrt*
Daniel <'. AVHHHII. National I oum.il for thovraphie /education Award
Health Sciences
lleaihrr L WauU. Dean's S, lu>U„
Heather Bmakmv Molt oho lennet -ii-nrd
Kaclicl linmekin, Minnie ( hrisliinis.n Margaret Minor Memorial Scholarship
Heather 1 . UiinK. '"It" /» Kraut Health \.Tin ffl \dnwn\iralioii Aminl
JtfllCt Daine* ami Bat line (.iiim». MM McMullan lilohal Inwa.i iuanl
April Kn«rll. Mar, I vert ttmdtnklf liMnf
.Irani-llt'SlaniK, ( loioal K\celleme t»r*r./

Tidewater Community College
Registration
NOW THROUGH MAY 18
Summer Term Begins
MAY 21, 2001

Inlcgmled Science and Technology
IMicharl ('. Pnncr*. /Von'*Scholar
Hi i.in P. <re*»iek. Julie B, DeMreMei. Kcnnrfh B. Martin. Mkhael ('. Power*.
Mir> (aniliic Roman, anil Beth A. I homa*. IH>Jint:uishcd graduate*
hcunclh B. Miirlin. /*«•*/ ISA I Honors IhesiM
Nursing
Man Kay Alexander. Pmv'j Si ItfAv
Alycel Sanderv Mer.kS.hotar
f Xdditional auardx in he announced at flMMg f IMMMQ »
Social \\ ink
Mechanic K. Holt. Item's Scholar
Stephanie E. Hull. Mori lhere\a I'm, hnic Outstanding Senior \<mnl

Call for further information
757 822 1122

• Deliver papers for
The Breeze.
• Work twice a week and
get paid!
Call x6127 for more information,
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Police repel protesters at trade summit
President Bush denounces opposition to free trade agreements between Americas
BY TIM JONES

Knight-Rithler Tribune
QUEBEC CITY — Police and
thousands ol demonstrators
again clashed through the
choking haze of iMl BM
Saturday as 34 heads ot itaftt
gathered to discuss the terms n(
a free trade agreement covering
most of the natiOfM In North
and South America.
The confrontations occurred
two blocks from the site of the
Summit of the Americas in the
historic walled old city and
along portions ot a 2-mile-long
concrete and chain link periine
tcr erected recently to separate
the heads of state from protesters, mostly young and many
wearing gas masks and throwing rocks and bottles
The intensity of the violence
w,is gre.iter Saturd.iv than it H .is
in the opening skirmishes on
I ridav. when the summit began.
PoUct repeatedly dtocned
the crowds with water cannon
and rubber bullets. Summit delegates met sately and in private
in the heavily guarded Quebec
Convention Center
At least M police offlctll
and 4^ demonstrators have
been injured. At least 150 DM
pie have been arrested, police
said. Midafternoon Saturday,
police rolled a high-powered
fan into the city to blow tear gas
toward the protesters and away
from police.
Peaceful marchers feel
sting of police intervention
Less than a mile away from
the walled old city, 30,000 oppo-

nents of the Free Trade Area of
the Americas (FTAA) were
orderly but noisy as they
marched through the streets of
downtown Quebec.
Carrying signs reading
' People over Profits" and "Hush
le Texan Toxique," the drumIx'.ihng throng, ranging from
young people to senior citizens,
symbolically stated their own
grievances against the ITAA.
Despite the dist.uu e tear gas
from trie violent clashes found
its way to the peaceful event
irritating the eyes and throats of
many onlookers.
Saturday's sharply different
street activities were part of the
long and escalating public campaign to draw attention to a
proposed sweeping extension
of the North American Free
Trade Agreement, which established special trade relationships linking Canada, Mexico
and the United States. President
Bush and other leaders are
working to put the accord into
effect by 2005.
The
often-unwieldy
protests ran the gamut from
simple anarchy to concern
over environmental protection, worker rights, education
and economic equality.
Thev reflect part ol the wide
disagreement over the effect of
expanding free trade to a
divers*' hemispheric community of 800 million people.
There is also mystery
because the discussions among
the leaders are being held in
private. The secrecy of the
deliberations and uncertainty

over the implications have created an atmosphere of suspicion and mistrust.
Chief among them is that powerful corporations will dictate
the terms of the economic rules,
to the detriment of the environment, the poor and most working people.

tal regulations m an internation- School ot I aw. s.ml
al trade tribunal. That has
C ,isM| slid Mexico has beneresulted in a U.S. company suc- fited greatly from the boost in its
cessfully suing Mexico, which ^ ■! )P, but poverty and economic
tried to block the hazardous inequality remain persistent
"The pattern across I .itm
waste company's expansion
into that country, and another America is moderate CDP
U.S.
firm
suing
British growth ot ^ to S percent, accomColumbia over the province's panied by continued poverty
efforts to block water exports.
among one-third of the populaPresident's remarks
The U.S., Canada and tion, inequality that is sharpenIn remarks
Mexico ing, and all Ot this is leading to
to summit delhave seenpublic discontent," t assel said.
trade soar
Canadians, who were dH id
egates during
the first workBOOM
the ed over a proposed free trade
Free trade has been very
ing session on
borders deal with the U.S. in 1988, effecSaturday, much a mixed blessing in since free tively put NAFTA in motion by
Bush, an avid
was returning to power the
the Western Hemisphere. trade
enacted, as Progressive Conservative Party
free
trader,
acknowledged
favored it.
— Doug Cassel reflected in thatPrime
Minister
Jean
the opposition.
Director olTenter for strong
growth
in
Chretien,
whose liberal Party
S o m
Inicnuiional Human Richi-.
complain that
their
respecled
the
opposition
to
the
1988
Nonhweyem U School of law
tive gross pact, has been critical of anh fro
despite
our
domestic trade protesters. Mindful of the
democratic
product.
violence that occurred at ecogains, there is
still too much poverty and
Mexico is now the United nomic summits in Seattle and
inequality. Some even say that Slates' second-largest trading Prague, Canadian newspaper
things are getting worse, not partner, behind Canada. The editorial writers have also spobetter. For too many, this may be bottom line improvement from ken in against demonstrators.
/ hi' Notional Poll called them
true," Bush said. "But the solu- these arrangements explains
tion does not lie in statism or why many companies are mg< the "political equivalent of KK
protectionism. The solution lies ing an expansion of free trade to cer hooligans "
South America.
in more freedom."
Through more than 12 years
American officials point to Writer's angry lament
That provoked a rebuttal
of free trade between the United political reforms in Mexico,
States and Canada and more Chile and Peru and argue they from Margaret Wente, a Globe
than six years of lowered barri- have helped contribute to and Mail columnist, who said
ers with Mexico, the results stronger trading relationships Chretien and editorial writ
ers are "afflicted with generahave been mixed, trade experts with the U.S. and Canada.
"Free trade has been very tional amnesia."
say, and the promotional promise of free trade has often not much a mixed blessing in the
"These men assure us that
been realized.
Western Hemisphere," Doug the people outside the lnv
Under NAFTA, corporations Cassel, director of the Center lor trade fence are idiots, cranks
have the authority to challenge International Human Rights at and naive sons and daughters
public health and environmen- Northwestern
University's of privilege," Wente wrote

$tftofy.
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Mike Hendrickson
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"Anyone who wants to argue
there's I higher purpose to
Western civilization than making the world safe for Nike or
McDonalds is OK with me."
Quebec Premier Bernard
Landrv. a separatist proponent,
has been angling with no success to address the delegates as
the leader ot the nation of
Quebec Canadian authorities,
teeming Landry of "ethnic
nationalism.' scotched that plan
but Landry persists as a source
ot political irritation.
The weekend summit is
viewed as an important step in
the process ol a commitment
to create the world's largest
free trade zone by 2005. The
opposition to the pact is not
limited to the old streets of
Quebec City.
Many l-attn American governments are opposed to including
labor ami environmental rules
in the trade negotiations.
Bush will have to convince
Congress of the merits of the
accord Bush has yet to submit
legislation to Congress that
would give him trade negotiating authority. Congress
denied this authority to
President Bill Clinton.
'Going backwards and setting up trade barriers again is
not the solution," Cassel said.
"But what we need is free
trade with a human face. That
means paying attention to
poverty and inequality. A blind
belief that open markets and
free trade w ill lift all boats now
has 10 years of showing it doesn't work."

I'liilr. 41501

H

Downfrtwn: 433-3917

Graduation Celebration!

56 E.Wolfe St.

Call us to fill your
catering needs

easy hookups
save $.
sound good?

You can still

SAVE OVER $75.00
when you sign up
for our Incentive Package
before

MAY 15
for Fall 2001.

Telephona Service. Cable TV
Network/Internet (Ethernet)

888.201.8420
local 437.4200
www.ntc-com.com
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Mich, professor lived double life

News
writers!!

Wayne State University professor lived life of marital discord, mental
illness and money problems up until death due to cocaine overdose
Ht MAM \N\I- GboftGi
KnightRuhlt i Tribune
To his colleagues and students
.it Wayne State University law
school in Detroit Mich., Gennady
I tanilenko was .1 well know n
scholar ol international law
Hut the Ann Arbor man, who
died oi .1 cocaine overdose
Wednesday was leading .1 double
liir DanUenko, 45, was plagued
with marital discord, mental illness
.ind money problems, according to
police, university officials and
divorce documents
After teaching in* last class
•ibout .1 week ago, Danllenko
boarded «» plane to Amsterdam
where, police said, he ingested 13
balloons filled with cocaine On
Sund.iv, dbuml \orthwt-M Airlines
1 li^ht -17 hound for Detroit thebal
loons began to rupture In in* stomach, causing Danilenko to becomi
Molentlv ill

I le apparently tried to vomil the
balloons Hut one became lodged in
his esophagus I earing he had sul
fered .1 heart attack, officials diverted the plane to Goose Bay,
New found hind, where Burgeons
discovered the balloons
Six balloons were found intact
in hi-, stomach and another six had
burst according to LS Drug
Enforcement
taeni v
spokes
woman Susan Feld The one stuck
In his esophagus was discovered
during an autopn
DanHenko slipped bilo .1 coma
and died IVednesda) afternoon, the
same day he was due in
vVashtenavt Counh Circuit Court

for .1 final settlemenl conference in
.1 divorce action filed hv his wife of
19 years, Otea.
I eld said I '1 \ om\ i.iK.irv cooperating In an investigation with the
Royal 1 anadian Mounted Police
No criminal record
Danilenko. who became .1
tenured member of the Wayne
Mate law school faculty m 1997
had no Criminal record 111 the
United States. | ,ld said 01 A
agents who searched his home
found nothing linking him to
drug trallu k
Ing, she said.

\\i' have no
idea what he
was going to do
with
the

cocaine,"

dened
about
his
death,"
Mahoney said "tie was | valu
able member of the faculty and
well liked b\ students "
Danilenko had
taught at
numerous universities as a \ isitmg
professor, Including the University
ol Michigan m 1991-92 and the
n inter semestets in 1999 and 2000,
university spokeswoman lulie
Peterson said
He also had taught at the
University
of
California
Berkeley and had taught and lectured In Europe.
Mahoney
said
Danilenko
was

U
We have no idea what he SIX"
was going to do with the «""'
ught last till at

she
Utrecht UnrversJt)
said. "But it's
in the Netherlands
more than you
— Susan Feld According to a
would haw lor
DhAspokeswnrain Dl A search warpersonal
use.
rant affidavit, he
(here's always
■
returned to Detroit
more than one
from Amsterdam
person involved when you're dealon Nov. 12 and returned from
ing with drugs."
.mother trip there on July 2f> It was
A neighbor, who Spoke on the
not known whether he was cam
condition oi anonymity, said ing drugs on those trips.
Danilenko was consumed hv his
work "He was a smart guy I don't
Personal problems
understand it." the neighbor said.
Documents hied in Uashtenaw
loan Mahoney, dean nt the law
( ount) Circutt Court regarding the
school, said Danilenko, who was
Danilenko's divorce paint a picture
beaching classes in international
of a life that was coming apart.
law and international human rights
Olga Danilenko filed for
this re mister, taught his dass a divorce Nov. 3, nine days before
11 rhuradayandwasdueto Gennady Danilenko returned
return Monday.
from Amsterdam. She moved
"We are shocked and sadfrom the home with their 15-

cocaine.

-n

(♦ A P A K
R TMEN
T M E N T S ♦)
'Loch apartment includes:
• Large living room and separate /(itchen
• One large bedroom
' One full bathroom
• Air conditioning
• On-site laundry facilities
• Jrce parting

"Why live with a
crowd? Mave your own
tittle castle at The
Qrand'Dufcel

year old daughter tor their sate
t\ and security," according to
court documents.
She Obtained a restraining order
preventing her husband from u ith
drawing S~uXH>-SsO.OOU in equity
from their home "for a personal
business venture," according to the
documents
Although the law professor
claimed an income of $124,532 last
year, the couple had little furniture
and slept on mattresses, according
tO the documents. They sparred
over alimony, child support and the
sale of the home
At
one
point
Gennady
Danilenko's attorney withdrew
from the case and I >anilenko began
representing himself, lie filed
repeated
motions
to
have
rVashterum Count) Circuit ludoe
Archie Brown removed from the
Case, claiming Brown was biased
against him.
In March, as part ot a dispute
Over the couple's income tax return,
Danilenko hied a copy of a request
for medical leave claiming "a long
history ol depression aggravated
b\
emotional
trauma
in
November."
Dennis t hernin. a doctor in
Ann Arbor, wrote in a letter
attached
to
the
document,
(lennady needs a long retreat in a
clinical setting tor six to 12
months." in addition to medk.i
tkffl and psychotherapy.
The leave was granted for the
fall semeslei He w.is gi\ en permis
sionbv BlOWn tO take his .laughter
to Russia this summer.

If you're going to
be in the 'burg the
week before
classes start in
the fall and want
to write for the
first issue, let us
know!
Also, let us know
how to contact
you in August.
Thanks!
Rich, Linds and Jimbo
x6699 or x8041

Special Student Rate*

2 Locations

MINI STORAGE
Private Storage Rooms

Cad'433-1744
wwiv.TheQrand'Duke.com.

A short watf^to campus and on the bus route.

24-7 Access

433-1000

Secure
Facilities

Teppan Yaki
Sushi Bar

SowS^EABTHOTJAKE ! D

*Now taking graduation reservations*
*Open bar available*
im»

I Sunday - Thursday |
I
IO%OFF
.

I CHIANG HOUSE
WSfl

L
Mon.-Fn. 12-8 p.m.
Sat 11-6 p.m.
Call for directions.
433-5550

m

20 w. water St.,
Harnsonburg

Applcsccd

/

>RY

tiV CT A Mil* UTsA
RESTAURANTS*

IN
SAUCE
ANTt-ELAG /

KRS-ONE, Treble Charger, King Django
Jason Falkner, Dream Theater (VHS/DVD)
- Low. low>*£ryday prices on new ir"used CDs.
- Very, very fast sprowLurder **rvife ai no extra COM
- Gilt certificates available.
Sorry, closing at 5pm this Tuesday (4/24)

CAMPUS

B0( EAST
CACTUADI/CTCTnrcT
829
MARKET STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(540)574-4901 (540)574-4902
* NOW HIRING *
WAITER/WAITRESS

NOW HIRING

>£

Current/Summer openings for full
or part time, A.M. and P.M. positions:Servers, Line Cooks, Dishwashers, Host/Hostess, Bus Persons, Housekeepers, and Front
Desk Staff.
Must be professional, neat, and
have good communication skills.
Competitive wages and benefits.
Weekends and references required.
Apply in person. EOE

162 W.OId Cross Road
New Market, VA
(540) 740-3141
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23. 2001
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lopiC: If you could bring
a syndicated comic strip
to The Breeze, which one
would it be and why?
"I would say
'Blondie.' She
rocks
and
reminds me of my
mom."

Sally Duff
sophomore, SCOM

HOUSE

"'Far Side.' Bring
back the love."

Jess Hamrick
junior, sociology
"I've always been
a big fan of
'Marmaduke.' You
never know what
that crazy dog is
going to do next."

Molly Dewan
sophomore. English
"'For Better or For
Worse.' because it
reminds me of my
family"

Katie Konrad
sophomore, accounting
"'Hagar
the
Horrible.'
He
drinks
beer.
Enough said."

EDITORIAL

What to do with a hate crime bill
As the Student Government Association .ind others await the approval of the
hate crime bill of opinion presented by
SGA earlier this month, the question of
what this bill will actually do becomes a
topic of discussion. Proposed by SGA
president Mark Sullivan and members of
Stop the Hate, a task force formed in
response to the alleged hate crime assault
that took place on March 17, the bill aims
to create awareness and educate the community about hate crimes so that the
Office of Judicial Affairs will come up
with a more clear working definition of
hate crime and introduce it as a deciding
factor in future cases.
"A working definition of hate crimes
would allow the Office of Judicial Affairs
to keep records of crimes on JMU's campus classified under the working definition," sophomore class president Lyndsey
Walther-Thomas said at the April 10 SGA
meeting.
This has been a confusing bill from its
inception and even supporters do not
seam to know exactly what thev want this
bill to do. I he guidelines of ttit Jeanne
Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act of
1998 appear to have established a system
!oi Jassifying what a hate crime is, so
why do we need another working definition*
SGA Senate passed the bill at the
April 10 meeting, and it now sits awaiting approval from the SGA Executive
Council after much debate concerning
what the bill should fof us on and what it
should include Not really settling on

any clear direction, the bill passed with
an extremely vague resolution.
"Vagueness and leaving the bill open
is what we need . . vagueness is the
key," Walther-Thomas said. Well, with
all this ambiguity about what the bill is,
if it is passed by the Executive Council
and passed on to the Office of Judicial
Affairs, how is it realistically going to
result in anything?

-«

■

This has been a confusing
bill from its inception and
even supporters do not
seem to know exactly what
they want the bill to do.
-95-

Further, the second goal of the bill is to
make hate crimes a factor in the future in
(egUlds 1(1 | till K I.I I MUIIIl'l»- As UWJ ptUtVM
stands now, one would hope that Judicial
Affairs would consider all police charges
and classifications when deciding how
such cases should be handled. While
stronger legislation might result in harsher punishment for perpetrators involved
in incidents classified as hate crimes,
shouldn't these efforts force such incidents to be handled by a higher power
than the Office of Judicial Affairs? Hate
crimes can become federal charges if the
case is deemed serious enough.

If an incident turned out to be more
than alleged, why not urge for more than
just a consideration by the Judicial Council? SGA At-Large Senator Marie Lyons,
senior, said in debate that they wanted to
"keep this bill on the campus level and
did not try to reference any initiatives at
the state or national level."
If a hate crime is recognized only as a
classification and not an actual charge
until it gets to the federal level, is the
Judicial Council really going to be motivated to implement anything more than
already exists?
Trying to urge the university to implement anything that might be cause for
more embarrassment is unfortunately
highly unlikely. Any stronger legislation
regarding hate crime will only result in
the university's name being ass, Mated
with such incidents. Does the SGA really
think the administration is going to jump
right in and embrace harsher hate crime
legislation? We think not.
SGA's efforts will most likely go unnoticed, as they have in many situations,
moot noanfl) the fadll >>' opinion to ■-•»•
the sports teams under consideration to
be axed. SGA faces the same feats that any
governmental organization does it nutst
represent the people, represent what it is
they are actually in support of, represent
it in a way that convinces the necessary
people that it is a good idea and sit back
and wait for those necessary people to
recognize that the government might
have a point Alas, the SGA, like so many
other governments, hasn't quite hit the
nail on the head to convince anyone with
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Rodent disheartened by endless comics

Ken Iverson
junior. CIS
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popularity, it is a very profitable draw for the newspaper
This fact combined with the
financial benefits for the artist
and, more importantly, the
comic's syndicator, makes it
very motivating to continue a
strip for as long as possible.
As an end to these means,
comic strip creators who wish
to retire have handed over
their pens to their children,
apprentices and sometimes
conglomerates of illustrators
Trained to draw in the style of
the strip's conceiver, these
baton-carriers continue the
strip seamlessly, all —{i~but eliminating the
fact
that
the original creator
now
has
no part in
the
production of
the strips.
The
most notorious example of
this technique belongs to the
strip "The Katzenjammer
Kids." Created by Rudolph
Dirks in 1897, it is the oldest
syndicated comic strip today
and has inspired countless
other in its tradition of
naught)' children and household antics. After more than
100 years, however, the German family is still dealing
Mtai strips Intochiki-uJct, lack- with the same tired situations,
luetti scraps? I he refusal by with less success, I might add
newspaper editors to replace
A more familiar anomaly
is that of "Peanuts,"
defunct comic strips with new
' .H lists has strangled the life out
created by Charles
of the artform as | w hole
Schultz. A giant in the field, he
is probably one of the most
The editors' difficult situaInfluential comic strip artists
tion It apparent aftei consider
ation Once a comic strip gains of all time. In memorium.
Charlie Brown
Dagwood Bumstead Barney Google. 1 lagar the
Horrible. Popeye. Shoe. What
do all of these characters have
in common? They all are currently published in syndicated comic strips and whose
original artist-, ,ire either
retired oi deceased
As part of my duties as a
school ambassador for Big
State University-, I am involved
in the Intercampus Ambassador Exchange Program here
at JMU. In the program,
ambassadors
are
traded
between schools in order to
loster intercollegiate relations
While stationed, the ambassador becomes involved in the
local issues important on campus. From reading Vie Breeze, 1
can see that the presence of
CirtOOnJns ll strong at James
Madison, so this column is a
chance to voice my opinions
on the state of syndicated
comic strips toda\
Newspaper comic strips
were not always m the form
that we see in publications
loda\ Kir from the miniscule
AIM given tO artists today, a
--ingle comic
strip once
spanned an entire broadsheet
page Such a monstrous work
would seem overbearing,
almost selfish, in a Sunday section today What has happened over the COUIM of the
past, onturv tO .liter once fresh,

United Features decided to not
pass over th> strip to another
artist and instead published
"Classic Peanuts" in all papers
suite Jan.
since
p.:n 4,2000
less-fitting story is that
of Jeff MacNelly, cretor of "Shoe." An
equally inspired artist, his
strip had long ago been handed over to his apprentice.
When MacNelly died in June
2000, stopping the strip would
have been a superfluous formality The byline now gives
credit to the strip's creators,
Chris Cassat and Gary Brooks,
although Tri— bune Media's
Web site mentions nothing of
his death.
Why
are
these life-extensions
having
negative effects
on the comic
medium? The
//
strip may have
many
loyal
readers who wish to continue
to see Dennis the Menace's
antics, so why stop7
The problem comes when
new artists wish to enter the
field, but find no space in
newspaper pages. Clogged
with strips continued from
decades ago, there is little
chance for an aspiring artist to
achieve widespread publication. To help alleviate the problem, newspaper editors have
smaller and smaller space constraints on how large a strip
they will print New layouts
that resize, reformat and even
crop strips have allowed more
comics per page, but put
heavy restrictions on what
aitists | ,^ achieve with I given

A5

A,.!:

These restrictions have
made all comics, old
and new, suffer in
artistic freedom.

strip Variable print dimensions between papers force
artists to design their strips to
have the top panels thrown
away. If this precaution is not
taken, panels vital to the piece
may be cut.
These restrictions have
made all comics, old and MM
suffer in artistic freedom.
Dying comics are "stripped"
of their glory and new artists
are left out. An analog* to televison may help put the scene
into perspective The current
state of comic strips applied to
televison would have us
watching "I l.o\e 1 u,\." "The
1 loneymooners," "Mary Tyler
Moore" and "All in the Family" on prime time since the
shows began. Sitcoms would
be 10 minutes long to allow for
more shows. Actors who retire
would be skillfully replaced by
look-alikes with no mention of
the change
The recent surge *»l cartoon
sitcoms parallels even more.
Televison executives are learning what syndicators have
known for years C artoons
don't age. If successful, a cartoon can be a gold mine. We
shouldn't let this monetais
goal overshadow the artistk
goal and, in the process, beat
the work to death Now 1 lea\ e
you with my words, as I am
quite tired from lumping on
this keyboard all night
Ferret, friend of cartoonist Seth
uisjiu rs ii stthiott mnbuMdn
from Bi$ Stale Unnrrsity
timl rim for president _-s**jv
last year, among <?^% i

ofwr rnngti
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Darts
and
Pats

OPINION

Pat...

Dart...

and found nie a ride home.

A "do-your-freaking-job" dart to our apartment landlord for promising to fix our house eight months ago and
then calling us lazy for not taking the trash out.
From five tenants who think you ought to read a book
on business ethies or slop taking two semesters to do a
weekend's worth of repairs.

A belated "you-da-man" pal lo Mark Sullivan. «ho
not only caught up to mc while I was doing a tipsy
Jackie foyner-Kersee impression, but calmed me down
SM in M ii sophomore who can't believe how fast
you i mi rim and hopes thai David Mills had to train a
little hit lor /in presidential hid.

Darts A Pats ore submitted
anonymously and printed on a spaceavailable basis. Submissions are
based upon one person S opinion o\ a
given situation, person or event and
do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Dart...

Pat...

A "Blue-Ridge-is-tircd-of-being-dissed"' dan to The
Breeze for the article concerning last Monday's power
outage containing the Statement 'The JMU campus was
not affected."
Sent in by the residents of the "on-campus" dorm
who M tit " about power for nearly three hours Monday
afternoon and art tired of dealing with an elevator that
breaks down, driving to campus to eat food fmm Someplace other than the Festival, riding the "ISAT" bus and
being generally overlooked by this university.

A "thanks-for-saving-my-inebriated-butt.-sanityand-car" pat lo the two awesome guys at the party in
Sunchase las' Thursday night.
Thank you for calling the police, locating my ear. calling the towing company and maneuvering through a
high-speed chase to follow the random tow-truck while
driving my roommate and I home.

Pat...
A "thank-you-lor-your-incredible-nelp" pal to the
bus driver of route five who found my very important
documents and final projects for three classes.
Fmm a student who was saved from a possible heart
attack and is happy to see that Harrisonburg has such
honest and tru\t\\ onln people.

Dart...
A "you-are-just-nasty" dart to the dirty devil of a hallmate who likes to brush her teeth in the hall water fountain because she is too lazy to walk to a bathroom.
Sent in by a resident who thought the stains in the
water fountain were something else until you pmved
him wrong.

Dart...

Pat...

A "get-it-right-morons" dart to the administration of
JMU for failing to fix the registration process after all the
complaints you've had.
Fmm an angered freslunan who doesn't understand
why you don j change the pmcess so we can get into our
dosses and actually sivn onto E-CAMPUS without a
busy message.

A "great-job-guys" pat to my organized coworkers
who keep mc sane and my work in line.
Sent in by a co-worker who doesn 't understand how
you can be so cute and so accurate at the same lime.

Submit darts and pats to hrec/edptjfhotmail.com

.Taste of Thai

Nothing Says "CONGRATULATIONS"
Like an Arrangement From Artistic Florist!

I LORISI

Mon-Thurs 11-10
Fri-Sat 11-10:30
Sun 11-9:30

'thai Cuisine

TEL. (540) 801-8878
917 S. High Street Harrisonburg. Va 22801

COME TO RELAX
YOUR. MIND
AND

WORK YOUR, BODY
WORKING OUT
WITHOUT EQUPMENTT
APRIL 25. 4-7 PM
IfARN HOW TO MAT4TAM
YOUR WORKOUT
WHEN YOU DONT HAVE EQUPMENT AVA1ABIE,

APRIL 25. 4-7 PM
COME GET A FREE
5 MINUTE MASSAGE
FROM ONE OF URECS MASSAGE THERAPISTS.

\ I

|c Jl< Ml >KI iv.li IKSIS I ION
< I IIC k c II IK SS II1SI11
\\ \\ \\ IS U 11 I )ll KI ( Kl A I II IS
l»K< K .K SSI KIC

ON I » Sk

A

I XK700

All nujof credit cards accepted
MOUNIVERSirvBLVD
HARRISONBURG

433-3352

Show someone you care, send them one of our classic
designs with an artistic flair!! They're great for that
special student, and you couldn't send a better gift!

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE
CHANGES COMING TO JMU:
Effective Sunday May, 6, 2001, JMU will have two
telephone exchanges. All residence halls room phone
numbers will have a new 612 exchange for calls coming
from off campus, (example: 540-6/2-1234). All
Faculty and Staff telephone numbers will continue to
use the 568 exchange, (example: 540-568-1234).
You will need to DIAL 5 DIGITS when calling one
campus phone from another campus phone. If you are
calling a Student phone number from on campus,
DIAL 2 before their extension, (example: 2-1234). If
you calling a Faculty of Staff phone number on
campus, DIAL 8 before their extension, (example: 81234).
If you have any questions regarding this change please
call the Telecom office at extension 6471 or logon to
JMU Telecom website at
www.jmu. edulcomputing/telecom.
Thank you for your co-operation.
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JARVIS RODGERS

Student looks at similarities of Holocaust, slavery
Nearly
ev,
veryday
of
my
life
Harrisonbi
risonburg, I stop and think for a
moment.
"
nent. "What's the difference?" I wondfr how two things can be looked upon so differently, yet they are so much alike. After trying to
answer my own question and not finding an
.irv-iMT, I then ask the same question to my peers
and others whose opinion I value. "What's the
difference?" Again, I get no reas4>nahle ansvwr,
which finally leads me to believe that maybe the
"question" I am posing is rhetorical, but then1 has
to be an answer. TTiat is why I now ask this question to an entire campus What's the difference'
Why is the Confederate flag Kxiked upon as a
symbol of pride while a swastika represents so
much negativity?
What does sporting a Confederate flag really
mean? It is simply a part of history that reptvsenK
the South when it was strong and prosperous. Or
is it a constant reminder of the pewvution and
suffering of African-Americans?Some people
obviously feel it is a sign of their heritage. Do you
agree? However, there are others that use the flag
to reflect their racist beliefs and demean others.
Either way, this is America, and people have the
right to do whatever they would like and reflect
their opinions anyway they please.
What does a swastika represent? What do you

think about when you see it? Maybe something
and allows people to be truly sympathetic
like the extermination of Jews. Hitler, death, gas
because when most Americana aee pktuiea and
chambers — probably things along those lines
ni ■. lea doling with the l Ictocauat bSej see peoWhat do German people think of the swastika?
ple who look like themsclvi-; and ihnr family
Maybe "pride" and a sign of when Germany was
members. This same type of aympath) Is not dlsprosperous In no part of the world is the sw.isti
played when the majority of AlMllcuM ^ leu
ka viewed as symbol of pride.
mcA lea '»r picture* portrai
Mb .is a society do not view the
,
ing what happaned here in
Holocaust as a time of prosperity
America. I do tvli»-\ e »n la
,v
,o
for Germans. We tend to view it as
a sad time for Jewish people when
r
J'lT
t
'
happened during slavery
they were stripped of their names, jew differences between However, tragedies are
tortured, exterminated, experiwhat acairrPtl in
unrealistic unless someone
nnui ui (urrea in
to iWt to pUv lh,.niM.KM
mented with, forced to work for
m ihv
oi ,lu x K h,n
next to nothing and separated from

U
Personally, I see onlx a

Germanx and
what took
• i i

their families These events took
■
*
place in a seven-year time Ipttt, Lfit
place
time it takes to complete undergraduate education and earn a
master's degree.
Personally, I see only a few differences
between what occurred in Germany and what
took place right here in the "grand ole South" in
the 1700s and 1800s. Slavery lasted longer than
the Holocaust, and for the most part, two different
races were targeted in the two incidents. Living in
a country in which the majority is Caucasian
makes the horrors of the Holocaust more realistic

right here ...

** npf*w » * •*■
****

'

Most Americans do not

rnembleslavainaf.) way,

«jfk
''

so the perception El "those
latves" or "those people."
What's the difference?
Imagine this: John Smith is walking down
Apple Street in Jollyville sporting .1 swastika. A
typical first reaction of "damn racist!" is likely, not
only from a Jewish prospective, but from the a\«1
age American, myself included I lowever, if we as
a country will tolerate the Confederate flag, we
must also look at John and respect him for show
ing pride in his German heritage and not auto-

matically assume ha Is .1 racist. When I see someone with ,1 ( onrederate Mag the tirst thing thai
comes to mind Is "damn racial" I iann.it understand why anyone would support the
<. onfederacy and what ll si<«xl lor To me. it represents one of the ugliest chapters In world histoi\ What's the difference?
Win shouldn't Germans lv proud of their history? It did repreeent a proaperoua tfana lot them.
IXI you agree thai Southerners should have the
libert) to show their pride?So why can't
Germans? Our views on the Holocaust and slaver) are as different as white and black
Ironically, the only difference is they represent
the persecution and extermination of two different ethnicities, mainly |evvs and AfricanAmerkana. No country in me world honors Hitler
and what he stood for I lowever, we as Americans
openly and proudlj honor General lee and
1 ieneral I,u kaon and the flag they fought so honorably and vabantl) tor
Lastly, 1 would like to pose ,1 series of questions What if there was a Hitler day statues of
former Nla/i soldiers alt around town, a swastika
OH the stats capital shirts and bumper stickers?
I low would you feel? What's the difference?

larvis Rodgert k n tumor CIS major
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Compare Rates and Facility

Fire Rated Buildings
•24 Hour Securit
irity
•All
•All Sizes A
Available
ilabl
•Low Prices
•Phone Answered 24 Hours
•Office & Resident Manager

•Completely Fenced &
Well-lighted
•Close to JMU
•Climate Control Units
Available
'Insurance Coverage
Available*

433-1234

190 E. Mosby Rd. Harrisonburg
(Just off South Main Across from Dukes Plaza)

Alternative clothing,
lingerie, accessories, videos,
adult novelties
3051 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Finance
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The Madison Connection Team has raised

$6lO,000
in the 2000-2001 school year!
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Thanks For All of Your Hard Work!!!
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Dalesha Crincr

Melissa Matthew*

Benjamin Gihaon

Bunty I'll.1 in m . 1

Mike McGroff

Hayley Gibson

Melissa Dnhoah

Justin Miller

Traccy Meaaina

Travis Doyle

Jaaon Minton

Leigh Wordcn

Trisha Filter

Mih-.su Kill

Lihby Geraghty

Colleen GalUa.ru 1

Danielle Povar

Juatin Williama

Ariadne Gcrling

Jcaaica Quinn

Mike Patterson

Fiona Griffin

Milin Reilly

Susan Price

Mike Hawryluk

Andrea Seaico

Peter Stuart

Chris Hcinccke

Mike Thomaa

Brett Bogle

Emily Horan

Pamela Waller

Brannelly Toomy

Four
bedroom
Townhouses

434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates Property Management, Inc.
£r
www.offcampushousing.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Rim classes
cause for warning
To the Editor:
Never take a film class. Don't do it. Do
you like sitting around with your buddies
watching "Usual Suspects" lor the 80th
time? Save yourself, my friends.
So I had this favorite movie, a little
obscure piece called "Backbeat." I saw it 100
times. 1 thought it was the greatest movie in
the world. After a couple of film classes, I
went back and watched it. Okay, it has a
cheesy script, a non-existent director and the
cinematographer was just plain useless. Lord
have mercy on my soul, the movie was terrible. What did those film classes do to me?
Th? film minor is quickly growing in popularity with its handful of classes and eccentric professors. Never take these classes. You
will be forced to watch great movies, movies
EDU never could have thought existed,
lovies that may make you take a second look
at that worn copy of "Army of Darkness."

I dm rllim will usher you into a secret
society of those in-the-know about film. You
will crouch in dark corners and snicker to
each other about how "Reservoir Dogs"
totally ripped off "Wild Bunch" and how
Altman could have done "Traffic" so much
better. You will then do your secret film critic handshake and sneak off to backrow viewings of "Dude, Where's My Car?"
Never take a film class. You will thumb
your nose at those who loved "Erin
Brokovitch," even though you know that in
your pre-film class days, you would have
loved it, too. Complain to your friends how
no one will see a "real" movie with you.
Scoff at the Oscars and know fully well that
you are the deciding factor on what is good.
Take a film class and you will be among
those that have seen "Citizen Kane" more
limes than "Star Wars." You will no longer
be able to watch movies with your buddies
because they will talk during them and you
cannot stand that. You will know the sweet
horror of going to movies by yourself. You

will ha\ e seen movies older than 1983 — not
the ones run on TBS every weekend.
Save yourselves, my fellow students. The
film class world is a dark tunnel from which
you will have no escape. These classes will
excite you, arouse you, terrify you, awe you,
leave you speechless and perhaps let you
back into the world a little bit wiser for your
effort. Film classes will move you and class
es like that have no place in a politically correct, made-to-order university like JMU.
Erika Shernoff
junior, SMAD

Student finds column
hits on the truth

ly true in The Brtta .is I did when 1 read
Houck's all-too-close-to-home hitting voice.
I am only a freshman at |MU, and already
I've been forced to experience all the downward-spiraling changes he ennumerated.
Amid the parking attendant •talking) and
lavish flowerbeds. Houck managed to speak
for the student body as a whole.
Dave Mills, as our new student body
president, 1 hope you read I hunk's editorial
He gave you a big list to start with, and following Houck's advice on what needs to
change quickly at this university is spelled
out. These changes desperately need to happen or else JMU will lose its small school
personality, hit the point of no return, and,
God forbid, even one day be called "Mr.
Madison's University."
Kyra Papafil
freshman, undeclared

To the Editor
I'm just catching up on reading The Breez* and
1 came across Adam Houck's incredible column. I have never read anything so amazing-

^^

Delicate
Delicatessen

With graduation approaching.
tip_your cap to Brooklyns,
the best delicatessen in the 'Burg!
Get a 10% discount If you order by 4/15/01

Are you healthy and well'groomed?
Your pet should be too.

2035-51 E. Market St.

433-4090

Asian A/ails ^;-c

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen

GRADUATION SPECIALS

Dr. John Daly

WQl

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

i

Hours. Mon.-Wed. 10am-8pm Thurs.-Sat. 9am-8pm
In Town Center, Behind Valley Mall. Next lo Sprint

THURSDAY

Senior Candlellghting Service
on the Quad. 6:30 p.m. - 7 pjn.
Kick (iff the week with this annual
tradition. Come out lo this memorable
ceremony where througli the lighting of
candles you will he symbolically inducted
into die alumni association. Be sure to
pick up your senior week cup* after the service!
Questions'Call: Wendell Esbetishtule. 568-3977

Sponsored by

, AMES
MADISON
U N I V E « S I T Y.
Alumni Association

I

i

Senior Class Clxtllenge
Student I mhassailors
SGA
Sr. Class Council
jr. class Council

Walk Ins Welcome
Gill Ceitilicales available
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS
& ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

801-8070

MONDAY

SENIOR
WEEK
APRIL 23-27. 2001

Pedicure
$18
'With Whirlpool Spa
Eyebrow Wax
$8
French Manicure
$5
American Manicure...$5

Full Set
Fill In
Manicure
' With P.ir.itm Wnx

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Small Animal • Medical Surgery ,4^T^^/rj-yo
Boarding * Grooming
*T.J.J
(S387)

Next to the ABC store

>ErMjc>|R

J

CLASS

Senior Class Challenge Celebration
at the Biltmore Grill
• 7 p.m. Open to SCC donors-by invite only
• 9 p.m. Open to ALL seniors
• II p.m. Open to ALL JMU students
(21 & over, with JAC card)
All night l)J & dancing, KRKi: appetizers
(7.9 p m.). Questions' Oil! Sent Btttmbimkt, 168-3174

"2K1 We're Done!" Dance
at the Biltmore I.rill.
9 p.m. - 2 a.m.. Cover $7
Featuring DOUR Clark and
the Hot \tits & l)J Scott
Ijnmerick. Questions'
CeltJtfHeir, 434-1063

FRIDAY
"Fun in the Sun."
at I'REC. 4-7 p.m.
Volleyball. FREEpba

TUESDAY

and entertainment.
Questions?
Call Ja\ Sair. I,il ItKri

Bed Bull1' Party at llighlawn
Pavilion. 8 p.m. - 2 a.m..
Cover: One can of Red Bull (or
can he purchased at the door).
Came out for dancing, a l)J and I most
memorable senior contest (Top
male/female winners receive $I(K>
m
(ASH and a case of Red Bull!).
^
r'Ki:i: Red Bull T-shirt ghe-awavv and
complimentary Ked Bull Questions? Call:Jay Sair. 434-1063

4

WEDNESDAY
Final Hump Night
at BW.Vs. 7 p.m. - I a.m.
2i< wings. S0» legs
$1 0KH Quesadillas. \achos
and laiiucs Questions.'
BUFFALO WILD WIN6I
CM Megan Ant. 437-3X6 - » CR U v BAR « -

t#l

a.'iTUCT'

Movie Night. 7 p.m. & 10 p.m. in (irafton-.Ntovall
Through individual character frames, Traffic captures
Vnicrica v escalating war on drugs. Conflict arises when
Ohio Supreme Court pulge Robert ttakclilcd (Michael

Doughs) discovers thai Ms teenage daughter b .i heroin
addict South of the border, sneak) local constable, lavici
Kodrigue/ (lU-inciu 1K-1 Tbro) Is fighting the bailie with bis
own |ldcd ethical rode Here, no one lollies out clean
Questions- CallIbt I I'll mm if Imtline 1684733

f

ufaEEIl] It apparel.

Remember to bring your Senior Week cup to all the events. It is your ticket lo special offers and savings!
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — IX*cide what you want at home this year, ther proceed with
determination Once your mind is made up, you can make just about anything happen.
Kou^h out a plan in May, with the objective clearly visualized. The more you learn, the
more you II earn in |une. A neighbor can help you get a great deal in July. Reach your
destination in August Celebrate your victory in September. Get assertive and snag a
good deal in IX-cember. Provide stability to win a promotion in February. An insider
tip leads you lo the treasure in April.
Daily rating: 10 is (he easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
^—
Ibday !• • 7— You and your
*L^^^ sweetheart (and kids. if you have
^^■w an) i need lo have .i serious dis
CUttioil about money- No need to
be negative. This ton'l about scarcity; it's
■boul abundance.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today
|.H
is a 7 — Your friends might
; encourage you to break your
nggy bant to buy toys. That's a
dumb idea. Your real friends don't
like you for your money or your toys. If
you're going to buy anything, get a castiron piggy bank.

Site

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
I Today is a 5 — It's exam time —
j maybe first thing this morning.
You had better already know the
material. The prize makes the
effort worthwhile. If you are prepared,
you could win the gold.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^i Tbda) is -i 7
lake it llow and
JBti<'-\ You may have to explain
ttWymir reavming, but that s OK.
Even a person who's nearly as
stubborn as you are can be convinced,
finding the right words will be easy.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

. Today is a 7 — You should finally
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
, _^y be feeling better. You might even
Today is a a — Find a quiet place 'iP^p want to try something new. like
*
signing up for a class. How are
' where you can go over new
your language skills? Polish up your
data. You know this i> signifiPolish, and you might qualify for the job
cant, but you may not know
of your dreams. Expand your power.
why — yet. Your head is lull of questions, so make a list.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
t^_.
Today is a 7 — You might have to
Cancer ()une22-July 22)
■^ scrimp and save to get what you
Today is an 8 — Heaven knows
r&fo want, but that's OK. You're gre.it
j you've worked hard enough.
when it comes to delayed gratifiFinally, some ot the rewards
cation. You never give up, and that s one
you've earned .it-1 coaiing rout
of the secrets of your success.
way. Ask for that raise or promotion.

tt'

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Leu(July23-Aug.22)
I today is a (<
If everyone would
ius| go along with your scheme,
^ the world would be a wonderful
place. That's not likely to happen,
though. There'll beat least one hold-out.
Qj

^A Today is a 5 — Don't rush into
^P anything. Ask questions, and
\J^\ explain things from your point of
view. The others are looking at
the situation quite differently.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

Virgo (Aug. 23-Scpl. 22)
t Today is a 7 — New responsibilities could he coming soon. It's
not an accident, and it's not real
ly a surprise. All that work
you've been doing has been noticed. Or,
if this isn't happening in your life, maybe
its time you spoke up.

Today is a 7 — You're motivated
—A
and determined. Nobody said it
fc^Jjvs as going to be easy. The more
yW you learn, the more you'll realize
is out there, so keep studying. A
transformation is occurring, and you're
right in the middle of it. Push.

—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Dog-breeders'
org.
4 Cultivated plants
9 Nuzzled
14 Natal lead-in
15 Maui dances
16 HillorO'Day
17 Singer Morrison
18 Commercial
artist
20 Bank S
21 Ground grain
22 East Asia
23 Skulkers
25 General Bradley
26 Broadcasts
27 Coll. social dub
28 Writer Levin
31 Aluminum
company
33 Brotherly
35 Pads
36 Remain in place,
as a ship
37 Nora's pooch
38 Business records
figure
40 Absolute
41 Neighbor ot Syr.
42 Filled with
reverence
43 Kuwaiti ruler
44 Fellas
45 Set torth
48 Co-lounderof
The Tatler"
51 Graph or meter
starter
52 Dining or
sleeper, e.g.
53 Builder
55 Equal score
56 Got to one's teet
57 Singer Dinah
58 Latin eggs
59 Repair lawns
60 Nickel parts
61 Primary color
1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Incus ot the ear
Actor Reeves
Builder
John Barth novel
Sovereigns
Earthenware

'
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20
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

pots
7 Partner ot Mary
and Peter
8 Draft org.
9 Tell the story
10 During a
broadcast
11 Location
12 Bond's alma
maler
13 Pub missile
19 Part of a BLT
24 Token booth
25 Declaim
27 Austrian
psychiatrist
28 Teacher
29 Proportional
measure
30 Winglike
31 Both: prel.
32 Teak-exporting
country
33 "The X-_"
34 Mathematical
relationship
36 Attorney
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Duke Gardens
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-1,2,3,4,45
Bedrooms
-Now Adjoining
JMU

2 & 3 Bedrooms
w/ Fireplaces

The LARGEST
4 Bedroom Suites

3 Bedfooms
& Wet Bar

Madison Square

Variety of Homes

^T?ZT^i

Variety of
Town homes.

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
Property Management, Inc.

3 Bedrooms
w/ 3 Private Decks
i m. u
■J rj a

3 Bedroom
Townhomes

University Place

Madison Terrace

P

1,2, & 3 Bedrooms

5 Gingerbread House

3 & 4 Bedrooms

434-5150
www.OffCampusHousing.com

P T
S

Apprehension
Cicatrix
Ripped
Slaughter in
Coopers town
51 Yearning
54 Pac-Ten school

BEST PRICES & MOST CHOICES
Mountain View

T

N T|AVV

1

E

S

Just The

Madison Manor

N

H

NO GIMMICKS
Hunters Ridge

u

1

1

0

R A|

MC

39 Jumped over
40 Sports officials
43 Obtain by
intimidation
44 Painter's base
45 Rocker John
46 Credulous

T

M

*

1-4 Bedrooms
in Historic Home
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Many students easily recognize Xris by his spiky blond hair and neon green Honda Prelude.

Well-known senior Xris Thomas
dicusses family, friends, life at JMU
and dreams of being a"Roxstar"
Story by Focus Editor Danielle Potuto
love being around people,"
stage and taught him to be outgoing
senior Xris Thomas said. "No
and confident with himself," she said
matter what, 1 always want to
Xris' love for travel also stemmed
be surrounded by people."
from his family's frequent moves. He
And that he is.
believes moving is the "most fun thing
You mav recognize him by his tradein the world" and is easily bored stavmark spikes of blond hair, sometimes green,
ing in one place.
blue, pink, orange, red or any cornbiiwtx*i
But for now, Xris is satisfied being
of these, or by the neon green Honda
at JMU waiting on graduation day.
I Wude with a zebra-stnpe ulterior he drives
And although his dream is to one
around campus. You ma)' have nxugnized
day be a "Roxstar," he is currently
his photos in 77r flora'or can pick his laidmajoring in Media Arts and Design with
hack, baggy ckithes style
.t minors in graphic
out of the crowd.
design and ad\ ertising
Everyone seems to
i , ii/n However, liedidn'I
know Xris. But who is
He represents what JMU begin hi* JMU cmr
he really? Well for
with die College of Aria
is all about —
starters his real name is
and Ix'ttcrs.
Christopher John
I was an
well-rounded
people
Alexander Thomas, or
InIemation.il Busiiu's-,
lust Chris.
— senior Cammie Ward major when I came to
He changed his
on Xris Thomas JMU because I love bo
name to Xris when he
travel," Xris said. "That
was a senior in high
-»- lasted about a year and
school "just because,"
a half until I took
he said. But it wasn't until he came to
SMAD 200 and loved it. I dropped
JMU that the name really stuck.
International Business and picked up
"For the first two months of freshSMAD."
man year everyone called me Chris,"
This spur of the moment decision
Xris said. "People who met me during
made his parents unsure of his future,
those two months still call me Chris.
t worked out, however, and he has
Then my roommates ran around saybecome member (if Phi Sigma Pi
ing it was really Xris, and it stuck."
fraternity, 2000-2001 photo editor
The change in name reflects one
for The Breeze and won this year's
aspect of Xris' personality — his
Society of Professional Journalists
uniqueness.
award for best feature photo.
"He has always chosen to be an indiIn addition he has become one of
vidual," mother Nancy Thomas said. "His
the most well-known and widely recname just shows his unique personality"
ognized students on campus
But his uniqueness does not stop
"I went from not knowing anyone
with his name. It reaches into every
to knowing a lot of people," Xris said,
aspect of his life. From his 'Toy Story"
breaking into a huge smile "I love peomovie sheets, to the bent fork lie wraps
ple, and I want to know that I have
around his wrist as a bracelet, to the
made a positive difference in people's
blue and black zebra belt holding up his
lives."
pants, Xris said he "wants to stand out."
Friend, senior Cammie Ward said,
That willingness to stand out and
"Xris has the ability to get along with
stray from the norm stems partly from
all kinds of people, and he makes each
Xris' upbringing.
and even,' one of them feel good about
| e grew up in a military family,
themselves. He represents what JMU is
I h£ dad a member of trie
all about — well-rounded peopk'."
A .A. Marine Corp, and moved
Friend, senior Wilbur Rifareal.
about 13 times. Because he was condescribed him as "unpredictable, genst.mtlv changing schools and commuuine, sincere, personable and someone
nities and forced to make new friends,
you always want to be around."
he learned to be outgoing.
Xris said he still meets fivBOI six
"I was a big dork through middle
new people everyday.
school and most of high school," Xris
Being one of the most well-known
students has its downsaid as if it were just a passing memory
of who lie used to be.
side as well.
"I think sometime*"I just wanted to be
«
like evervone else
I'mtoocarefree, Xris
He has always chosen to said. "I trust everyone,
because I didn't want
and Dry momalwav*to get picked on."
be an individual
tells me th.it s.>nx\l.n
It was when the fami' moved to Seoul, Korea
— Nancv Thomas Agoing to get me i
v_;.
i^L.u>.uaaVM iroubk'
trouble because
Uiai w peopk'
that Xris started to break
Xris Thoma*'mother
will start to take advanout of his shell.
tage of me."
"We moved to
Korea my junior war
Xris time at [Ml is
coming to an end I Itin high school, and at
is not sure what he inthat point I was still
going to do after graduation, but it
afraid of what people thought about
being a "Koxstar" doesn't workout.
me," he said. "But when we got thenhe'd like to work tor a maga/me
people actually paid attention to me
He said his most memorable expenand knew me for gcxnl things, not
enccs
here have been simply hanging
dorkv things. That's when I decided I
;
out
with his friends and eating at his
didn t care what anyone else thought
favorite campus eaten', D-hall.
alxml me."
Xris said lie has learned that I can
Xris' mother agreed moving had a
do whatever I want in life as long as I
big influence on who he is today.
put my mind toil."
"It helped him get out of his shy
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After a friend wrecked
his car, Xris, top rigtrt,
requested neon green
paint for his Honda
Prelude.
Xris. top left, poses
for a picture with
mother, Nancy
Thomas.
During an evening out
Xris and his friends,
left, pause for a quick
photo.

JJ

Xris and friends junior lane McHugh. senior Jay Carpenter and
lames Stoughton, above, enjoy a JMU football game at Godwin
Stadium.
Xris poses for a picture, right, with SMAD professor David
WendelkM.
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MOVING HELPERS • WAREHOUSE HELPERS
MAY-SEPTEMBER • NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
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Save the last dance for me

The Student Dance Concert capped off
the year's performances with three
shows last weekend.
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The fairy world is a dream
world created in the mind of
the humans ..."
TARA CHIUSANO

director of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream "

Pact 18

See story below
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Left, Kl: Theory's lead singer gets comfortable during their performance on Hillside field Saturday. The lead singer of Fighting
Gravity, Schlavone McGee. dazzled an audience of more than
2,500 undeterred by the Inclement weather. Lombard! Gras
raised an estimated S20.000 for several charities.

Lombardi Gras gets the grooves goin'
BY KATE SNYDER

Staff writer
From the enthusiasm of the crowd
to the sounds of the bands. Lombardi
Cras 2001 was absolutely entertaining
and successful
Students packet! I lillside held from
the stage to the back fence, making the
concert one of the most crowded outdoor shows that JMU has seen in years
U>mbardi Cras is an annual event
organized by Alpha Kappa Limbda
fraternity and Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
This year, I labitat for Humanity joined
as a third partner. These three studentrun organizations came together to
raise about S20.000 in ticket sales,
according to event coordinators
A third of their profits will go to
benefit
AKL's
philanthropy,
Lombardi Cancer Association, a third
to ZTA's philanthropy, Susan G.
Komen Breast Cancer Association
and the rest to JMU's chapter of
Habitat for Humanity.
Six bands played from 11 a.m. to 9
p.m., providing a truly entertaining

atmosphere for all those who attended.
The line up started with Stable Roots,
who brought forth sounds of reggae as
they mixed the music of Bob Marley
and other musicians with their own
style. They remained enthusiastic and
personable, despite the heavy rain and
small audience.
It started raining pretty hard, but it
was still fun because the bands were so
full of energy," sophomore Amy Moore
said. "They made you forget about the
weather and just have I good time."
Next to perform was Georgia
Avenue, an acoustic rock band
familiar to the Harhsonburg area.
"They brought in a large crowd of
fans even in the rain, which helped
get the spirit of Lombardi Gras
going." said sophomore Jessica
Norris, ZTA co-chair of the event.
"Guitarist Chris Bruno played the
theme from 'Top Gun' in the middle
of one song which made the crowd
go wild," she said.
This concert was said to be one of
Georgia Avenue's last Virginia

shows for a while, according to
event coordinators.
As 2 Skinnee Js took the stage, the
rain stopped, the sun came out and students crowded the field. This hip-

-ii
// started raining pretty
hard, but it was still fun
because the bands were
so full of energy.
—Amy Moore
Lombardi Gras attendant

»
hop/metal band, influenced primarily
by performers such as Rage Against
the Machine and 311, made the stage
their playground with their craziness
and exaggerated sense of humor, causing the crowd to cheer and laugh.

The Bombay
Bistro & Tavern,
which features
exotic Indian cui
tine, has an onsif e clay oven to
turn out freshly
baked breads as
well as broiled
meats, chicken
and seafood.
Naan, a traditional Indian bread, is
baked for less
than a minute
Inside the oven
that's kept at
over 800 degrees
Fahrenheit and
tired by natural
wood charcoal.

lowed by numerous fans who had
been at the prior show. They moved
the audience with an energetic performance of songs including "Do
Right" and "High" as fans surfed
the crowd in front of the stage. Lead
vocalist and guitarist, |imi liana
impressed both fans and Lombardi
Gras staff members with his humor
and laid-back attitude.
"He was very friendly and wanted
to talk to everyone," said sophomore
Taryn Fujka, ZTA co-chair of the
event. "I lis sense of humor was outstanding and (he] was more than
happy to give out his autograph without even being asked.
During the concert, ZTA's annual
volleyball tournament, SpikeFest, took
place. Six teams battled for victory, and
IMU's Men's Club Volleyball team
walked away the champions. They
received gift certificates donated by the
Biltmore Grill, Boston Beanery and
Outback steakhouse
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Delightful dreams
'Midsummer' brings colliding worlds of
fantasy and reality to Theatre II
BY TRICIA FRENVILLE

JENNIFER Sl'RFACE/imiur phtutrupher

Bombay all the way
Bv KC GARDNER
awl ttyti <v focili uliliir
Harrisonburg's newest Indian
restaurant Bombay Bistro & Tavern,
oilers a welcomed change in taste
and atmosphere with the best service in town
Bombay's atmosphere is a comfortable backdrop for families,
friends and coupler to enjo\ MIL
simple \vt elegant decor creates in
intimate vet still semi casual letting
Bombay offers a M Ide variety of
dishes to meet tin- various |Mte> c4
vegetarians vegans and meat lovers
alike. The versatile array of options
includes variations of favorite
Indian tastes and Styles like Biryani,
VlndalOO, Tandori and Tikka
Masfllfl t IIK ken, seafood, lamb and
Itvt entrees range from a decent
$0.°5 to I mom substantial $14.95
"A lot of CUfftOUieni have miscorv
oeptfona about what Indian food
tastes like." manager Tony Trieu
said. "We always try to educate the
customer about Indian cuisine."
According to Trieu, the Punjabi
style of cooking that Bomba\ uses
distinguishes it from other Indian
restaurants. The Punjabi style of
preparing comes from Northern
India Trieu Bald Othtt restaurants in
the ATV.I cook in the Ncpalese style,
1
JENNIFER SUHFACE/WMIW ph**"*** which is from the more Southern
Lightly seasoned deep-fried
Indian tradition
vegetable samosas with
Although many people think of
mint chutney and sweet
Indian food as too spicy, Trieu said
sauce, top. Light pastry
m actuality the curry that Indian
balls In a cinnamon-flavored
food is known for is quite subtle.
syrup, middle. A tradltonal
However, Bombay prepaies i i h
Indian rice pudding with nuts dish at Inecustomer's request rangflavored with cardamom and ing from mild and medium to hot
rose called Kheer, bottom.
and "Indian hot."
Bombay's tempting appetizPerhaps the most unique quality
ers and desserts offer many
of Bombay that separates its food
tasty options with various
from tin- rest is its clay oven hred
prices and portion sizes.
with natural wood charcoal to keep

Fighting Gravity, one of the country's most enduring rock-ska combos,
i.iptiv.ited their audience with songs
such as "Bend the Light" and their
overall attitude toward their fans. Lead
VOCalM and front man, Schiavone
McGee dazzled the audience as he
hung off the stage and into the crowd.
Nahve to Richmond, this band has
become a Virginia favorite over the
past few years.
Fifth in line was Ki: Theory, a
power-pop band of three former JMU
students. The band was excited to be
playing for the hometown crowd and
got a somewhat positive response
despite noise complaints from those
beyond the Hillside Field area. Their
song "Morning Light" is often heard
on Harrisonburg's rock station, 106.3
WBOP, and the band is currently
attracting major labels.
. The last to take the stage was the
four-piece rock band, (immie's
Chicken Shack. They traveled
immediately to |MU after a strong
performance at Virginia Tech, fol-

it at a scorching 800 degrees
Fahrenheit. The clay oven, called a
Tandoor, bakes, cooks and broils
most of the dishes and turns out a
most authentic Indian taste that
can't be matched by other cooking
methods.
A variety of moderately priced
appetizers provide a taste of different specialties. The vegetable
samosas are crisp turnovers stuffed
with spiced potatoes and peas, a
light and tasty starting point.
The extensive list of vegetarian
and vegan specialties range in price
from $8 to $10 The vegetable
masala, mixed vegetables cooked in
a spiced tomato cream sauce, is rich
and flavorful
Trieu said Bombay uses all -natural ingredients and that all food is
prepared fresh daily with no additives or preservatives.
The chicken tikka masala served
with long grain Basmati rice is a
savory blend of complimentary
herbs and spices. The hearty portion
of tender chicken breast roasted in
the clay oven and simmered in a
tomato cream sauce is a savory vet
not overpowering blend of Indian
seasonings.
Bombay's breads should not be
overlooked among the overwhelming options on the menu All breads
are freshly baked in the Tandoor
OVan ami range from the traditional
plain Naan bread to others filled
with cheeses, potatoes or shredded
chicken. For about $2.50, the breads
make any Indian meal complete.
Several tempting desserts provide a sample of authentic Indian
confectioneries at low prices Kheer,
a traditional Indian rice pudding
with nuts, has a milky sweet taste
*er INDIAN, page 19

contributing writer
Have you ever wanted to get away to
I magical, fairy tale world for a while?
For two hours you can escape into a world
of fantasy, fairies and mischief without
ever leaving your seat in the theater
William Shakespeare's play on the con
flict between dreams and reality, "A
Midsummer Night's Dream," opens at
Theatre II on Tuesday..
"A Midsummer Night's Dream'' is a
light and funny tale beginning with the
upcoming marriage of Theseus, the Duke
of Athens.
Two women of the city, Hermia and
Helena, and two men, Demitrius and
l.ysander, pair off into couples and escape
to the woods. The couples fall in love with
the wrong people after an encounter with
the king and queen of the fairies, their
entourage and the mischievous Puck.
As a subplot, a group of working men
from Athens are rehearsing a play in hopes
that they will be chosen to perform it for
the Duke's wedding.
Student director Tara Chiusano, a
junior, said she chose to do the play
because it would give her a chance to
experiment with color and acting due to
the plot's three groups of characters.
Chiusano said she decided to set the play
in the '50s with a "subtle Pleasantville'
effect." Characters don black-and-white
clothing while the fairies are the only
ones III color.
The theme of the play
questions the concept
of
reality
and
whether the audience is watching
real life or .
play.
"The
fairy world is
a
dream
world created in the
mind of the
humans or
the
human
world is a
dream world
created in the
minds of
the
fairies," Chiusano
said.
Chiusano said she
decided to double cast the
main roles of Theseus and Oberon (both
played by Michael Setti) and Hippolita
and Titania (both played by Leaha
Boschen) to connect the two different
worlds of humans and fairies.
Senior Joanna Sheehan, assisant director, said the double casting "draws a par-

SARA HERZ/i tmtnhutmft phtHoitrupher

Oberon, played by junior Mike Setttl,
leans over Titania, played by senior
Leaha Boshen In Theatre IPs upcoming
production of Shakespeare's "A
Midsummer Night's Dream."
allel between the two worlds" and further enforces the dream world versus
reality world theme.
Sheehan said the play
aims to present the audience
with a fresh perspective
outside its traditional,
stuffy
Elizabethan
setting. The play's
funky feel intentionally breaks out
of the serious
Shakespeare
style, keeping the
language beautiful, yet light and
funny.
Chiusano said
she is trying to
keep
the
action
moving and the dialogue
flowing
to
increase the energy of the
production. With all the the
mix-ups and confusion woven
into the plot, hilarity is sur? to ensue.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" is
playing at Theatre II from April 24 to 28.
It begins at 8 p.m. each night. Tickets
are $5.
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Dancers 'breathe' in dramatic concert
\\\ Kl HI

BKIMIKS

contributing M riu r
A hearty herpfaigo. rotting bod*
let, heavy breathing and Jt.iin.iiK
pauses was served In IMI ps innu,il Student Dance Concert. This
ytai i i or* srl Breathing Space
i\,i> held m Godwin 5tudk) on
Phuraday through Saturdaj
Tinges oi Inc.' choreographed
by junior Keirs I l.irt, was one "1 the
stranger pieces. Using a largest reen
oi video images t<« accent and dra
m.iti/o the danosra* movements!
Hart BuooBssruB*i coordinated the
■even dancers through .1 *torm. The
useoi background graphics formed
,1 shadow over tho sudiencc 1 real
ing .1 connection between the audience end the dancers
\\ silable in i»^ hnkolor was
,i (un piece choreographed bj
seniors ktllv b\irtnik .»nd A.imn
Wine Hie dancers, dressed m red,
blue, orange and green, perfcrmed
movements remlntscenl oi .1 part).
1 he dan e drew laughs end sen er
,ii tapping reel front the audience
\ structured Improvisation
titlrd "Moonwash" accentuated
the difficult technique or weight
balance In dance. rhe sexually puggestivc piece consisted ol three
female dancers 'n>lhn^ over one
another, breathing heavily and

climbing on and through one
another on ihr ground
toother improvisation piece,
"Sounding <>ft.
was choreographed by junior Rachel v.
In tlu* program, Winneg stated,
I In- dancers are using each other
to acquire what they need
either by repelling off one another,
using another dancer's weight lo
balance orb) using hei NHK asa
stepping -t»H»i to reach another
S rolo, "Breaking rhrough,"
was choreographed by senior
Pedro Batista. Batista's great stage
presence made it •> dramatii
strong piece. "I think Pedro's jumps
were amazing i !«■ made everything
look --1 eas) said junior audience
member Adrians fouvanis
"Superfldal A4ppearenoefM choreographed b)
dance (acuity
Meghan Md yman, alternated
between musk and silence In an
.1 nompt to shmv the contrasl
between Inward reelings ol solitude
and hidden emotions. Although it
presented a compelling theme, tintransitions between silence and
musk were awkward
vim. Compromise and
Comfort*1 was ■ succesaful lncor<
porarJon ol jazz and modem
dance choreographed b) senioi
Ann William1*, rhe dance seemed

well
rehearsed
and had a nice use
ol direction, repetition and levels.
I he N>t SOlO in
the concert WM
senior
Lauren
Bain's
Walking
Through SoundBain's
constant
motion through*
out the dance was
impressive.
Ihe
lighting oi the
piece dramatized
PtAECOHUMOl/nmtnhHiinKphrtoaruplirt
her
movementj
and the i hemkaJ A group of dancers express themselves in a
Brother's
music piece in the Student Dance Concert.
added to thechoreographys
ographed "Egos and Icons." The
Dangling," i.hore*graphed by
piece was a combination of a sassy
senior t ascy Blake, involved diacowgirl dance number from earlier in the year with a spin-off of
log among five dancers and poked
tun at aspects Ol a dance concert
Destiny's Child's "Survivor."
production choreographers, light'
"Structured Chaos." choreoing, dancers, directors and teachgraphed by dance professor
ers Fneend result oi BtaWseffccI
Suzanne Miller-Corso, was one of
was ,1 stellar performance by a fabthe best pieces of the concert. The
ric puppet
performance was clean and sucWhat Music" atapdanca piece
cessfully used the dancers' coseffectively chore.>j^raphed and titled
tume colors within the movement.
b\ Ihishn Conelly, was performed
"The concert was fine, but it's
by treshman Karen Jones This t.i~t
lOO had out danot department
paced piece WM was dean, passionisn't more audience-oriented. The
ate and Impressive
best dances were last," junior
(unior Lindsev Johnson choreKatie Mercke said.

-SlfoVttUy-

-M-

I * Zirklc House Galleries: "L'nconfined" wooden sculpI hires hy ZekeTrainum in Artworks Gallery. "Ink-to-lnk"
Isilkscreen prints b\ Eric Erickson in Other Gallery, "nth
I Annual Ne\* Images Exhibition" in New Image Gallery JMon.-Thu noon-5 p.m., Fri. &Sat. noon-4 p.m.

rb$id
I* .IMI' Faculty Recital, .leannie Little, trombone:
|Anthon\-Seeger Auditorium - Mon., 8 p.m., free
I* JMU Student Brass Quintets: Anthony-Seeger
■Auditorium - Tue.. 8 p.m., free
I* .IMLMazi Ensemble and Jazz Band: Wilson Hall -

■Wed.. 8 p.m., S2
l# JMU Student Woodwind Ensemble: Anthony-Seeger
■Auditorium - Thu.. 8 p.m.. free
I* Spring Bands Concert. "Sunday Afternoon in the Park":
■Convocation Center - Sun., 3 p.m.. S5 general, S2 student
Innd senior citizen
I * Shenandoah Valley Choral Society's Annual Spring
■Concert: Bridgewater Church of the Brethren — Fri., 7:30
■p.m., $10 general, $9 seniors and children, at the door

-Tu&aW * D9rrf&I * "A Midsummer Night's Dream" Theatre II - Tue.-Sat,
18 p.m.. $2

Movie 'driven' to mediocrity

—FloVfts—
* Grufton-Sto\all Theatre: "Cast Away" Wed.. Thu. 6 &
9:30 p.m.. $2; Traffic" Fri. Sat. 7 & 10 p.m., $2

Sylvester Stallone's race car driving movie stalls out with poor script
BY SCOTT KING

problem when Brye's over-protective brother won't let lanto even

Uqfj writer
len minutes into the mo\ ie. it
becomes more than obvious that
Sylvester Stallone wrote the
script The lines were so horrible
that 1 telt embarrassed tor the
actors who had to say them I ven
Worse, there is more drama and
suspense in five minutes ol an
actual race than there was in all of
"Driven " This is ,i lot tor me to
saj since I am not a racing ran.
Stallone play-- |oe lanto, a
washed-up race car driver who
made it to the top only to fall
back to the bottom )iist ,is i.ist as
he had risen. J'.tnlo is called by
(ari (Hurt Reynolds) and offered
.1 |ob lanto thinks he will be racing, but really Carl wants him to
help out struggling rookie ol the
\e.ir hmmy Blye (Kip Pardue)
Tanto tries to take voung Blye
under his wing, but runs into a

a must constantly ask questions.
"Now was he married to her?"
spi-.ik to the young driver
"Were those two bast friends or
Tinallv. aftei B
DM) I ol
was it those two?" "Did he almost
Ihunder'like scene in which Tanto kill hmi or him'"
and Hive rate down the Streets of
It is too distracting and the
Chicago, the two
viewer almost wish
develop a bond
es Sta Hone would
"DRIVEN"
when lanto delivers
have just Rat out
STARRING:
a monologue that
told you or done a
definitely will not
flashback to show
SMUSTI.R STALLONE
gamer any Ost 11
what had happened
AND KIP PARDUE
nominations. Once
in the past
RATED: PG-13
Blye has agreed to
The next poof
be lantos protege
element among the
RUNNING TIME:
the rest of the movie
many is the special
109 MINUTES
is about getting
effects I here were
ready tor the big
too many computworld
champier generated imonship race.
ages, it was like
Another probwatching
lem with the movie was the back
"Phantom Menace" meets Davi
ground part of thestOT) 11 I
of Ihunder." If I hadn't known
wa) too much or it to have to think
better, I would have thought th.it
about During the movie. Ihe vieVi
George I ucas had done the effects

X ft

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Still need Health 100???
Want to complete part of Cluster Five
Gen-Ed Re<prementsi°

tor "Driven " Irom cars Hipping in
the air to tires crashing down into
Ihe grand stands, everything
looked fake.
R) give you a better idea of
just how bad the lines are. I'll
share my favorite, worst line of
the movie. Blye yells at his
brother, telling him to wait a
just a little longer until he
learns to focus and concentrate
on his driving. In a highpitched, girl-like yell, Hive's
brother responds, "I'm not
your waiter. I'm your manager!" Just how serious Lan you
take a movie when, in a scene
that is supposed to be dramatic, the actors are yelling out
things that a five-year-old
could think up?
A sneak preview of "Driven"
was shown at Grafton-Stovall
Theatre on April |y. The movie
opens at theaters on April 27.

during the 1st four-week session

Dragon." $5 before 6 p.m.. $7.25 after. Call 434*7107* Kegal Cinemas 14: "Crocodile Dundee In Los Angeles."
"Freddy Got Fingered." The Visit," "Bridget Jones's
Diary .""Joe Dirt," "Josie and the Pussycats," "Kingdom
Come." "Along Came a Spider," "Blow." "Pokemon 3: The
Movie," "Someone Like You." "Spy Kids," "Heartbreakers,1
"Enemy at the Gates," "Exit Wounds," $5 before 6 p.m.,
$7.25 after. Call 434-7661.

HAVE ANY STYLISH IDEAS FOR
NEXT SEMESTER'S STYLE SECTION?

KC ARE OPEN
YOUR INPUT.

JENNIFER AND
TO

CALLX3846

k

*

^
Exams Got You Stressed? #.<
£
Need to hum that Midnighl #"

u

>4

l4*

Mr?
Try the 7001 summer on-line course offered

* Regal Valley Mall Cinemas 4: "O Brother, Where Art
Thou?." "Chocolat." "Traffic," "Crouching Tiger, Hidden

^

' |^

TDU is open LATE during
Exam Week!

itI
Ik

VftdflKi

Sunday-Thursday

fr *

JfjSl

HH2A.M!

M

Contact: Dr. Dave Wenos, Health Sciences or
email wenosdhjmu.edu

REMAINING UNITS
• 4 BR HOME. .S. HIGH ST.
• 3 BR APT. . S. MAIN ST.
• 2 BR APT. . .S. MAIN ST.
487-4057

434-3509
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Indian cuisine cooks
up compliments
l\IH \ V, frompagt 17

Concert mixes beats
for three charities
CONCERT, from pajft 17
j About 1,600 people
were on the field during
.the concert's high point,
[and
altogether
about
'2.500 people attended.
"I was really excited to
have
such
a
great
turnout," said senior T.J.
Oleksiak, AKL co-chair ol
[Lombard! Gras. "Its MI
important that JMU students recognize the fact

that buying a tick
el
meant
con
tributing to not
only a great show,
but
also
a
MONTGOMERY/l
incredible cause." MICHAS
""""" <""'-"«""•»"«•'"•"I*-"'*-*,*,,
The University The d,umm*' ">» Stable Roots, top
Program
Board, If"' contribute, boats to the
Hunk-Houser and J""*" 'e?*ae >,,'e * T"" f
NTC Cnmmuni,-! ,he band Geo'Bla Avenue, above,
belt

2»
lions, KZIH
helped

out

,un0

»
»
°n HMI.Ide Field
spon Saturda
sor the event.
Markit donated the staff provided the Mardi Gras
T-shirts and James McCone beads for the event

worth trying for $2 25.
Bombay prides itself on having
excellent customer service Food
was served promptly and the
servers were friendly and Mottlva
The staff was more than willing to provide a tour of the
kitchen and
demonstrate
how the clay
oven quickly
baked some
of Bombay's
tasty bread.
Bombay
also
offers
several combination dinners that offer
—
nice choices
for couples to
share.
The
.
combination
dinners,
which include an appetizer.
Indian bread, a main course and

dessert, range from SI6 to
510.
"It's a great dale place,"
junior Anne Agnew said.
Although Bombay may
not be the best choice for a
IF.NMI1 k SI kl V T ..™,.f ;.*„;„,•.„,*,■.
cheap eat out, the food seems Prompt and professional service charto be worth the price.
acterize the dining atmosphere at
"You're no! Bombay Bistro A Tavern.
just paying for
™ the food, you're
Bombay is located on 1588 South
paying for llv , i
Main St next to PI Charro.
vice
as
well,"
Bombay Bistro & Tavern is
Agnew said.
open Sunday through Tnunday
Bombay
celefrom 5 p m. to 10 p m. and
brated its grand
Friday and Saturday until 10:30
opening on (an.
p.m. The lunch buffet is offered
25. Trieu said that
Monday through Friday from
since
opening,
II 'I' .' in to 2 XI p m. and
Anne Agnew customers have Saturday and Sunday from noon
junior been pleased with
to 3 p.m. Take-out. catering and
the restaurant.
banquet facilities art available.
Due
to cusBombay Bistro & Tavern
tomers' requests,
offers a pleasant and tasteful
Bombay will offer
dining experience.
Its lunch buffet seven days a
week for a practical $6.95.

-Celt's a great date place...

You 're not just paying for
the food, you're paying
for the service as well.

59—

SKYDIVE!

WE WANT

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 20 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydivol

JMU discounts

\
'

DVDs!

1 (800) SKYDIVE

(540)943-6587

J% '

complete information is on www.skydiveorange.coiTi
Steaks. Ribs. Salads, Sandwiches,

We carry used CDs and now used
DVDs - it just makes sense. Plan 9
pays top dollar for DVDs from your
own collection, so bring 'em in!
Check out our growing selection of
quality used DVDs at great prices!

"W

Pasta. Seafood. Fresh Baked Bread

treet

G

R

LIVEJAZ2**
Every Wednesday Nighl
7:30- 10:30

I

NIW

434-99969

Mon-Sul 4-I0 pm
Sun I l-IO pm
Sunday Brunch 11 -3 r

Be

••

790-96 E MARKET STREET

I Mill Street. Si.iiiiilnn.VA

b c
VZ
l Z"ibs wo)8860656
in the Valley

(in Kroger Shopping Center)

a.

UHP

-.■■;..; ■ ■-,."•. ..... .■
S Wl. LAM J • WCi ■ Wl 7>D>>'.
A.;N,

LISTIN If FORE YOU BUY!

M HAANMOMBURG WITH SIOKU M
CHARLOTTUVtlll ANU NICHMOMO TOO

Heading Home for the Summer?

1

10%
student discount

with

)
Truck Rental

coupon below.
Local • One Way • Do-It-Yourself Moves

James Madison
WE'LL TAKE YOU WHERE YOU WANT TO GO.

•Low Rates
•Full Line of Moving Accessories
•Free Unlimited Mileage on
One-Way Truck Rentals
•Full Range of Clean, Fuel-Efficient Trucks
•24-hour Emergency Road Service
•Automatic Transmission
and Air Conditioning Available

^SL
The

FoMield

For
Reservations
Call
432-2367

Receive a 10% discount WITH THIS COUPON
on your next Local or One-Way Truck Rental

Call (864) 375-0027

io% G59 io%
DISCOUNT

True* Rant*/

DISCOUNT

Affordable, new, clean trucks at convenient rental locations
Tins coupon is not vaW w*h any other offer One per truck rertai and subject 10 availably AH
local ana One Way tentals subject to Penshe Standard Rental Qualifications A "One Way rentar
means your Pensfce tuck is tented m one city and returnee to another

Saturday
April 28, 2001

ATTENTION
JMU
STUDENTS
Infield spots and General Admission available at
University Outpost
Port Republic Road
(540) 432-0287
www.foxfieldraces.com
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JMU INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
International Student & Faculty Services

■©noiraltuialtDOin)

LSAT

Last chance
to prepare for
th
June 11 !

Filip Ghitescu and Cristina Hanganu, both international
students from Romania, recently received prestigious awards for
their accomplishments in their fields of study. Filip, a graduate
student majoring in Business Administration was invited to join
Beta Gamma Sigma, a business honor society with very high
academic standards. The National Chapter is located here in
Harrisonburg, and only those in the top 20% of their class are
considered for membership.
Cristina, a December graduate of JMU with a Master's Degree in
Technical and Scientific Communication, was voted most
outstanding student for this academic year in her department.
Cristina also received an award from the national Society for
Technical and Scientific Communication for a web site that she
recently designed. Cristina was recognized and awarded
recently at a dinner in Washington D. C for her on-line awardwinning entry. This fall Cristina will be pursuing her doctorate
at the University of Minnesota.

There s still time to ace the June LSAT!
You can do it with Kaplan's intense
LSAT prep course held on JMU campus.
Course runs May 8 - June 7
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
Space is extremely limited. Don't get left out -- call today!
(Request Course Code ■ LSCV1206)

Don't wait! Contact us today to enroll.

KAPLAN

Also, congratulations to one of our international students from
Germany, Andrew Lux, who was voted "JMU Scholar Athlete
of the Year"! Andrew is one of the top-seeded members of the
JMU tennis team and maintains a GPA of 4.0!

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan

YEARB
[THE

BLUESTONE]

APRIL 23-27
Available from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the
Commons, in Zane Showker lobby and
the College Center patio. Only those who
reserved books can pick them up on the 23rd
but the rest of the week is open to all students.

Don't forget your JAC card,
you won't get a book without it.

Hurry, books are FREE, but limited!

»

i

MONDAY.

L NBA Playoff Predictions
Spurs and Sixers seem to be
favorites for the Finals

"If we can get a 2.00() season ticket base of fans,
that just helps us reach our next goal, which is
to climb into the top 50 teams in the country."
BUD

Gymnists receive ECAC honors
Twelve
women's
gymnists
received honors from the Eastern
College Athletic Conference.
Senior Rachel Malinowski and
freshman Jennifer Robinson were
two of 11JMU gymnists to receive academic honors. Both have 4.00 GPAs.
Others who received academic honors were seniors Katie Ahearn, Ally
Betar, Amanda Love, Amy Mcginty,
Lynn Player, Ashleigh Suarez, junior
Amy Keister and sophmores Carri
Elder and Lauren Shear.
Freshman Erin Fitzgerald (balance
beam), Elder (floor exercise) and
Ahearn (vault and uneven bars)
rccicved All-ECAC first team honors.
Robinson captured All-ECAC second
team honors in uneven bars.
Staedt named to CAA lacrosse
first team
Sophomore midfielder Lisa Staedt
was named to the Colonial Athletic
Association 2001 All-CAA first team.
Senior
goalkeeper
Jennifer
Corradini
and
junior
attacker
McNevin Molloy were both named to
the All-CAA second team. This marks
the third consecutive year that
Corradini has been named to the AllCAA second team.
Diamond Dukes go 1-2 against
Spiders
The Diamond Dukes took on the
University of Richmond in a threegame series
Friday,
April
20
through Sunday, April 22 at Pitt
Field in Richmond.
Friday, the Dukes fell to the Spiders
10-3. The win marked the 500th career
victory for Richmond 17-year coach
Ron Atkins.
In Saturday's game, the Spiders beat
the Dukes, 4-1. Richmond's freshman
pitcher held JMU to just four hits over
eight innings to pick up the win.
On Sunday, the Dukes scored two
runs in the seventh inning to pull off a
5-2 win to avoid the series sweep.

JMU SPORTS
WEEKLY
Tuesday. April 24
Baseball hosts the University of
Virginia at 3 p.m. at Long
Fieid/Mauck Stadium.

Wednesday, April 25
Baseball travels to College Park,
Md. to face the University of
Maryland at 7 p.m.

Thursday. April 26
Lacrosse hosts Duke University at 4
p.m. at Reservoir Street Field.
Friday. April 27

Saturday. April 28
Baseball takes on VCU at I p.m. at
Long Field/Mauck Stadium.
- Men's golf teas off in Ihe I'enn State
lnvil.ilion.il m State College, Pa.
- Archery competes at the Battle of
Bull Run in Manas-as. Va.

Supday, April ?9
- Baseball faces VCU at 1 p.m. at
Long Field/Mauck Stadium.
- Men's golf pl.iv- tin' final round in
the Pcnn State Invitational in State
College, Pa.
- Lacrosse battles Georgetown
University at I p.m. in Washington,
DC.

I

See story below

Four universities fill void
left by CAA departures
Delaware, Drexel, Hofstra and Towson begin CAA
play in the fall, expand conference to metro cities
BY ANDREW TUFTS

senior writer
Alright ladies and gentlemen,
let's hear it for your Dukes of James
Madison University, the 2002 East
I Oatl Conference Champions!
Wait. East Coast Conference?
If you're confused, don't rack
your brain attempting to figure
out when your precious Colonial
Athletic Conference suddenly
jumped ship while you were in
the galley. This ECC is merely a
pipe dream of women's basketkill coach, Virginia Coach of the
Year Bud Childers.
However, if recent announcements an? any indication, this pipe
may be shorter than even the most
\eteran plumber could imagine.
On
April
4,
CAA
Commissioner Thomas E. Yeager
announced the addition of
four new teams to the CAA:
the University of Delaware,
Drexel University, Hofstra
University and Towson
University. On July 1 the
former
America
East
Conference
universities
will officially become part
of the CAA, bringing conference participation up to
10 schools and filling the
void left by the departure of
East Carolina University
(Conference
USA),
the
University of Richmond
(Atlantic 10) and American
University (Patriot League
this year
"We are thrilled to be
able
to expedite
the
process and incorporate
these schools sooner than
originally
announced,"
Yeager said in Ihe April 4
press release. "The CAA
is looking forward to their
contributions and we are
excited about the future
of the conference as this
group moves forward."
The four programs will
begin full CAA participation during the 200102
winter sports (Delaware
and Hofstra will compete
in volleyball in Ihe fall).
Because of continuous
talks between the Colonial
and the America Hast, the
four schools will change
conferences two years earlier than expected.
For the JMU athletic community, the division couldn't
have conic anv e.irlier
It finally came to closure, which is good," men's
soccer coach Tom Martin
said. "We recruit in those
areas, and we, as a universi-

ty, draw from those areas. It
makes for some natural rivalries.
"I jusl wish it would have happened before the fall season."
Martin said he is excited
about the opportunity to play
conference
games
in
Ihe
Northeast because of the aforementioned recruitment aspect,
and because now families from
the Northeast will be able to see
their children play without driving a few hundred miles
Playing against these new
teams gives the athletic program
more games in big metropolitan
areas like New York City,
Philadelphia and Baltimore. As
a result, the coaches hope to see
better media coverage and
recognition, which helps both
the athletic department and the

university. And the buck doesn't
stop there.
"I look for this CAA to not
stop at the 10 teams," Childers
said. "I have this suspicion that
there's two more Northeastern
corridor teams that are going to
be a part of the CAA."
These new teams are no push
over programs
either.
The
women's basketball team .n
Delaware went 26-5 last season,
including the America East regular season and tournament championships, and as a result went to
the NCAA Tournament.
The Hofstra men's basketball
program won the America East
Championship and also went to
the NCAA Tournament as a
result. Their volleyball team has
won four of the last five

Towson University

America
last
Conference
Championships behind Fran

k.il.it.T. who recorded her 500th
career victory during the season.
And, the wrestling, softball, and
men's tennis teams are all current
conference
champions
(wrestling in the Eist Coast
Wrestling Association).
Drexel's basketball teams
both won more than 12 conference games this season, and
[OWSOn'a baseball team took two
out of three games from the
Dukes on March 17 and 19 of

this season
While all of the programs are
not immensely successful — for
example Ihe Drexel women's
soccer thai went 4-12 last season
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University of Delaware

Nickname: Tigers
Location: Towson, Md.
Student Body: 16,000

Nickname: Blue Hens
Location: Newark, Del.
Student Body: 16,000

VW&'

Hofstra University
Nickname: Pride
Location: Hempstead, N.Y.
Student Body: 7,947

Drexel University
Nickname: Dragons
Location: Philadelphia, Pa.
Student Body: 12,100
CINDY TINKER/.,/!/.- artist

'Bud-ball' banquet
B> DREW WILSON

- Baseball hosts Virginia
Commonwealth University at 3 p.m.
at Long Field/Mauck Stadium

CfflLDERS

women's basketball coach
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assistant tports editor
It was a night of celebration as the
women's basketball learn held its annual
a wards banquet Saturday at the Convocation
(. enter to celebrate the season."
The event began with a welcome from
David lavlor, the voice of the Dukes on
WSVA/WHBC radio After a buffet dinner, a
V IdtO was shown, highlighting the season's
accomplishments And memories.
"Throughout the month of February, the
word started getting out that this team was
special to watch,"coach Bud Childers said
"The brand of basketball they played, the
tans could relate to As that word spread
.wound the community, we BSW the attendance start 10 rise, and it continued through
the post-sea son games, and we had a nice
turnout of tans at this banquet."
Atler Childers spoke, Ihe players received
individual a wants for leaders in statistics and
achievements Ot the awards that the team
voted on, |unior guard Allyson Keener won
the I lustle award, sophomore guard Jess
CkhowiCJ was named the Most Improved
PIA) IT, freshman forward C'Ann Lauder won
Newcomer of the Year. sophomore forward
I iiulsiv Warner won the Attitude award,
sophomore forward Chanle Alexander won
Ihe Courage award and sophomore forward
NJadine Morgan rtvie\ed the leadership
award and Ihe team MVP award.

"1 would say the leadership award means
the most because that is something we definitely needed this year," Morgan said. "It
just meant a lot, especially because nn team
mates voted for me."
Senior Stacey Todd, ihe team's center,
spoke about her experiences and memorise
of playing throughout her four years at |MU.
"I cannot wait to come back here in a
couple years or next year or whenever and
see our banner hanging up there/Todd said
"We have worked so hard everyday to get us
where we have gone, and 1 cannot imagine
doing it with a different group of girls."
"[The fans) mean everything to us," Todd
said. 'To see and hear them at the games has
kjstbetn wonderful."
"We are never going to forget the character MX\ poise ot this basketball team and the
wa\ tluv have represented their tans, their
university and their communitv, lavlor said
In Ms dosing statement.
The need to sell more season tickets was
mentioned at the banquet. Ilie program has
set a goal to sell 2.000 season IK kets for next
season, according to Childers
"JMU women's basketball is fun to
watch, the games are affordable, it's tun tor
students and it's a great familv atmosphere
here," Childers said "If we can get a 2,000
season ticket base of fans, that |ust helps us
reach our next goal, which is to climb into the
top 50 teams in the country"

Ml l> PHOTO/ROBERT NATT

Senior Stacey Todd scores against Temple In the WNIT.
Todd shared her memories of the season at the banquet.
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OUT OF BOUNDS

KHALIL GARRIOTT

NBA playoffs; someone loves this game
Well after .1 bfM labbabcal vout> truly has
decided lo make a triumphant return to MM
you with a daily doK ot hoops. This week, I'll be
giving you the lowdown on the NBA playoffs.
Hold your applause, please.
Has anyone, myaell included, really followed the NBA this season1 Watching less religiously than In yean past, I have nevertheless
managed to peak my knowledge of the game
at the right time Buckle up ladies and gents,
the playoffs have begun
Let's begin in the East I he Philadelphia
Men an ma best team In the conference, but
the) havestruggled oi late, already losing to first
round opponent Indiana in
Clame One. despite leading by
18 at one point Perennial lastsecond hero Reggie Miller
buried a 3-pointer with 2.V seconds left, then smothered
Sixer guard Allen Ivaraoft on
Ins matching attempt
This iiist goes to show
how balanced the Eastern
Conference has been this
yeai but one stil] can not
count out Phillv. which owns "
the league's best road record.
Iverson has .ill the necessary components
around him to win a championship Heck,
even Mall i .eiger plays a role on this team
One oi this season's mrpilsn, >t not its most
recognizable, has been the success of previous
cellar dwellers the Milwaukee Bucks Coach
George Karl's team earned the number twoseed
m the last.thanks in large part t,,superstar Ra)
Allen. However, the Bucks will l.uca formidable
opponent in the opening round when (hey tangle with the Orlando Magic
U'd by another voung star. Tracy McCrady,
lli,Magic have enough quality players to put up
a fight Although a lack of veteran leadership

u

could pose problems lor Orlando, let's not
write off the Magic just yet An upset is definitely possible in this series
With the stunning comeb.uk of franchise
player Alonzo Mourning, the Miami Heat is
back in the thick of things at the right rime of
the year. Perhaps one of the least intriguing
hist round matchups pits Miami against sixthseeded Charlotte, which should pose no foreseeable problems for Mourning & Co.
On the other hand, the remaining series
in the east is one of stark contrast. New
York has played its usual inconsistent,
defensive style of basketball all year, but
will have to alter its game
plan in the playoffs. The
Toronto
Raptors
have
improved each season suue
their inception and have the
tools to upset the Knicks

Has anyone, myself
included, really followed ^"SSSSTEl!
New York is the higher seed,
the NBA this season? but
look for this series to go
55

Eastern Conference Finils
/VUA/V\I VS". PHiLAOfLPHIA

all five games. Die hard
Knick fan Spike Lee will take

ins

annoying

antics

pfrfoicnoN: ;&f/?$-

to

Canada, doing his best to
bother the next M|, high-flying Vince
Carter
I >espile hitting an early postseason wall in
the form of the Pacers, the Philadelphia 76ers
should get over the hump and advance to the
I astern Conference Finals I'm predicting their
opponent to be the Miami I leal, letting up a
series that boasts two of the best coaches in the
game today, I.irry Brown of the 76ersaiul Pal
Riley of the Heat In seven games, I like Philly
using its homecourt to its adv.int.igc and possM) even stealing one down in Miami. East
prediction: Sixers.
siv LOOK pagr 26

Western Conference Fin mis
IdS AN&fLfS VS". SAN ANTONIO
p*?fD»cnoN: SP\IRS

NlAFinm/s
PHiLAOfLPHIA
CI.NDV. IIMMi:

Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing
"a unique and exciting store"

Wed April 25: Mosittr Magact »/ Buckchtrry SlSaaSSISal door

A TOUCH

Fri April 27: Squirrel Nut Zippcri & Jaw Mandolin Project SIS adv. SIT al door
(804)295-8729

V$\ SAN ANTONIO

P(?fDlCriON: SP\IRS

Tun Apr. 24: Molly Hatchet SI 2 adv SIS al door

TRflX Concert Line

OF THE

Sat April 28: Aernti of Good Rooti w/ The Guy Smiley Blues Exchange SS adv

EARTH

Wed May 2: Oleander w/ Injected SlOadv
tMtthlt*«tr*!e>t W?1imH sil
OtevunrwMe (M
Thun May 3: Leon Milmore nl Capper Sails SS al door

Classes are almost finished, «o you'd
better stock-up for summer on
INCENSE. CANDIES, BEADS, and HEMP!!

Sat May 5: Yve« Jean Band SS al door
MMUCT tkrheti twlldblr al
PIM 5. Haniunburg louin 6

Flmyff
Prcmlictmm

f ANTONIO

In,- May I: Soul Deciiion

163 South Main Street

tamptn Recnrih tr rturgf by
Thun May 10: The Argument SS al door
ph»oel-l77-in0SIC77

432-1X94 for hours and Information

Tapestries •

Drums

NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTER
'Huge Free Weight Room
•JMU Student Discountw/StudentID.
'Cycling/Yoga/Sauna/Jacuzzi
*4 Lines of Equipment w/Hammer Strength

'Short Term Memberships
While UREC is Closed
"Aerobics All Day Long
*2 Cardio Theaters

GREAT HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK!

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. '574-3178

V

433-3434

Nursing Fellowships &
Student Nurse Extern Program
At Washington Hospital Center, the health and
comfort of our patients is our highest priority And for
more than four decades, we have been committed to
raising the standard of excellence in health care to

• Have successfully completed your junior year or
one clinical semester
• Be available to work varied shifts and days
(including weekends)

achieve this goal.
Join us at one of our upcoming Open Houses to

Fellowships — Sign-On Bonus Available
Make the move from your campus to ours If you're
a new graduate. Washington Hospital Center has
12-16 weeks of classroom and clinical instruction from
which you can benefit Gain the edge with the area's
most comprehensive fellowship programs and get
everything you need to excel in your nursing career.
Structured programs run by seasoned educators
Hands-on experience. And the opportunity to

What Witt

You

Do

Today--

enhance your knowledge and clinical experience in

learn more.

Nursing Open Houses:
1-5 pm at Washington Hospital Center,
East Building, Ground Floor
Thursday, April 19
Thursday, May 10 & 24
Thursday, June 7 & 21

one of the nation's top teaching hospitals. Fellowships

If you are unable to attend our Open House, please

are available in a wide range of clinical areas.

send your resume to: Washington Hospital Center,

Student Nurse Extern
This summer program offers nursing students the

ATTN. Dontca D. Thompson, 110 Irving St., NW,

invaluable opportunity to enhance your knowledge

email: DontcaD.Thompson@medstar.net

and skills through clinical experience and classroom

For more information about career opportunities,
please visit us at: www.whcjobs.com EOE. M/F/DA/.

learning Assignments are available m medicine,

Washington, DC 20010-2975; FAX: (202) 877-0459;

surgery, oncology, mother/baby and critical care
To qualify for our Student Nurse Extern opportunity,

iooitomoi

you must
• Be enrolled in an accredited nursing program

■■■MB^i^B

<

Washington
Hospital Center
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CHARGING THE MOUND

JEFF CRETZ

Why's everyone always picking on Anna?
Chances an?, if you an? male, you've already Evert) to reach the semifinals of her first
downloaded multiple photographs of her. Anna Wimbledon tournament. Add to that the fact that
Kournikova, named the most downloaded female she beat four of the world's top ten players in as
athlete on the Internet, is not really known for her many days in 1998. That same year, she became
tennis. If you're an avid reader of the tabloids, the third woman to beat phenomenal Steffi Graf
you've read more about her endorsements, her on grass in the '90s. Wow! Now, one of these feats
alleged virginity, her romances with Sergei Federov by itself could be considered luck, but four such
and Pavel Bure. and little about her tennis.
feats on top of each other spells out talent that,
(IK, I'll admit it's a little hard to concentrate on unfortunately, has not won a singles title ... yet.
the strengths of one's game when that athlete has
But, then there are her critics who tell people to
been on a professional tour for live years and yet look at her record against four of the world's best:
to win a tournament.
Martina Hingis, Lindsay Davenport, Venus
At the end of the 2000 season, Kournikova was Williams and Monica Seles Winning five and losranked eighth in the world She won six doubles ing 27 against these four is nothing impressive;
titles. But, should we overlook her obvious skills probably even considered sub-par. But. I know of
because she has yet to win a singles title? I don't few others who have found the recipes to consisthink that's fair.
tently beat these four superst.irs
Kournikova joined the tour at age 15, a time
A career record of 175-93 is impressive, espewhen most of us were still struggling with driv- cially for someone who hasn't even left her
ers' ed classes and our first |obs She was out com- teenage years yet. A 47-29 record in 2000 is very
peting against top-notch world pros that have respectable and having twice as many wins to
been on the lour for many years. Yet, she was able losses in Grand Slam competition is also somelo make it to the fourth round of her first Grand thing to appreciate.
Sl.irn, the 1996 U.S. Open. A year later, she became
I believe that tennis is truly becoming a world
the second female in the Open era (besides Chris sport. Four of the grand slams are played on three

They're Here!!!
The Utility Companies are @ the
kli./
Warren Box Office
r April 23-27 for your
convenience!!
Buy your UDAP Contracl THIS WEEK and
you won't have lo worry about running all
over Harrisonburg to drop off your contracts!
Call 568-6071 for more dclails!

different continents. The game, especially since
players like the Williams sisters, Hingis, Marat
Safin and Magnus Norman have joined the tour,
has spread like a brushfire. There are really only
four or five women on the pro tour that are contending for the lop spots. And don't forget,
Kournikova is not even out of her teenage years
yet. If she keeps physically fit, she has another 1.1
to 15 years left.
Kournikova does not really have a physically
overpowering body physique Weighing in at a relatively small 123 pounds and measuring only 5 feet
8 inches, she is bound to have problems against the
big pins like Venus, Serena and Lindsay
You want to hear a story about dedication?
Sitting in her little apartment in Russia, she
watched a videotape of the 1989 French Open
women's semifinal between Graf and Seles over
and over again. Sure, many still watch milestone
events like Michael Jordan hitting the game winner that sealed the 1998 NBA Finals for the Bulls
over and over again; but she said she watched this
match over a thousand times lo the point where
she knew every point my heart. She even said, "I
don't know how many days I would just eat and

watch, sometimes even missing my mouth with
the food."
Many on the tour are upset that this teenager
is garnering all the attention, racking in the benjamins with huge endorsement deals while others
are winning tournaments and receiving little or
no media attention.
At first. I was hypnotized by her beauty. It didn't matter to me that she was a tennis player. She
could have been a model, a CEO, a nurse or whatever. Since tennis is my favorite sport to play, I
decided to leam more about her game 1 think her
time has yet to come. She is still within the top 10
in the world. She needs time to develop. But to
her credit, how many are consistently able to
.lih'.il the Williams sisters? I think Anna needs
some time to master her skills Time will tell. But,
until then, I don't mind downloading a few pictures of her
/****from the Internet.
Jeffrey Crttz is a sophomore
SMAD major who is in desperate
need of more space on Ins luird
drive.
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WHAT DID YOU DO LAST SIMMER?
EARN OVER $600.00 PER WEEK
LIVE IN VIHCIMA DOT. VIRGINIA
BE PART OF THE TRADITION

HIIOTI ncruRK.
SUNRAYS STUDIO
IS LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT PEOPLE
FOR ITS 2001 SEASON STAfF
WORK ON THE BEACH
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
ARE YOU HIGHLY MOTIVATED?
DO YOU LIKE THE BEACH'
ARE YOU GOOD WITH PEOPLE?

IF so. CALL

I -800-696-2018 TODAY
OR APPLY DIRECTLY AT

" Is I .] Ill III (In n, I
HOUSING AVAILABLE

Congratulations
to our international student graduates

Amal Akbar
United Arab Emirates
Mohammad Alloughani
Kuwait
Weiss Attar
Saudi Arabia
Lalit Batra
India
Aimo Berg
Germany
Jennifer Bolster
Brazil
Nicola Budalich
Canada
Lin Cheng
China
Lauren Dalton
United Kingdom
Lynne Daponte
Bermuda
Nicole DeLaGuardia
Panama
Maria Demetnou
Cyprus
Eva Donkor
Ghana
Nawfel Elalami
Morocco
Filip Ghitescu
Romania
Andre Hammond-Parker United Kingdom
Rajiv Haravu
India
Veena Maravu
India
Germany
Ralf Hoelzer
Jitendra Jaisinghani
Ghana
Finland
Seppo Jokisalo
Emma Josecelyne
South Africa
<ukel Kim
Korea
Dong Wook Kim
Korea
Korea
Yukyoung Kim-Lee
Nicaragua
Sylvia Lacayo
Dhien-Li Lin
Taiwan
Xiaoning Lu
China
Germany
Julia Mirsch
Jmaimah Nabi
Pakistan
Safaa Najdi
Morocco
:
lonn Nedelciuc
Moldova
Elena Negru
Moldova
Sofia Olsson
Sweden
George Petropoulos
Canada
Haiti
Anne Pierre

Nana Prempeh
Ghana
Ekta Primlani
India
SongMin Pyo
Korea
Maakor Quarmyne
Ghana
Shwetha Rai
India
Sergei Reznikov
Russia
AM Shah
Pakistan
Xiaofeng Shen
China
Shivan Sihota
India
Lucien Soivilus
Haiti
Sidhartha Sridharan
India
Tamae Takahashi
Japan
Kexin Wang
China
Greg Warwick
United Kingdom
Rudiger Wassibauer
Austria
Marcus Westling
Finland
Yivi Zhang
China
India
tihivan Sihota
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Jesus Christ died for
the sins of one race.
ttc ...• of Man must be llftea
Utfttt
ha

from the Blbh
John 3:16

The human one.
If you don't like racism you're in good company. God feels the
same way. God treated every person and people on earth. He
likes variety. That's why He calls racism "sin." And when Jesus
Christ was crucified, He died not only for racism, but for every
kind of sin in our lives. Once we accept God's forgiveness
through Christ's death, we can enter into a relationship with God
regardless of race, nationality or skin color. To find out more
about entering into a relationship with God, visit
Everystudent.com or email clubs-crusade@jmu.edu.

.-

Everystudent.com
clubs-crusade@jmu.edu
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Be a Part of JMU History
Give to the 2001 Senior Class
Challenge!
Our Goal: 1,100 Participating Seniors
Our Gifts: Funds tor the Carrier Library
Reading Room & 2001 Mural
www.imu.edu/seniorchallenge • 568-3174 •scc@jmu.edu

Have vou taken the challenge?
It's not too late! Fill out the pledge card
below and mail to 2001 SENIOR
CLASS CHALLENGE, MSC 5717 (no
postage needed
if mailed
on
campus). Make your first gift payment
before April 26, 2001 to receive special
recognition and an invitation to our
celebration event during Senior Week.

5^

Already pledge^?
THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
Make sure you make your first
payment before April 26, 2001 to be
invited to the SENIOR CHALLENGE
CELEBRATION during Senior Week

434-9987

313CNeff Ave
(Behind Valley Mall)

{Phe Breeze cBeuIil like fee
fetianafe fehe 2000-2001 Breeze
sfeaff for all feiieir fearS ocerk
and &e&ieafeiert.
Gina Montefusco
Alison Manser
Tom Steinfeldt
Jen Bonds
Andrew Tufts
Steve Janzen

Kristen Petro
Ryan Pudloski
Xris Thomas
Carrie Klinker
Cindy Tinker
Rona Kilmer

Steve Glass

Yen aoiH be aeisseSL!
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San Diego passes on Vick
BY LEONARD SHAPIRO

Washington Post
NEW YORK - The Atlanta
Falcons consummated one of the
most intriguing draft trades in
NFL history Saturday by using
the No. 1 overall choice to select
Virginia
Tech
quarterback
Michael Vick, considered by
many to be the finest collegiate
athlete ever to play the position.
The Falcons had completed a
deal Friday with the San Diego
Chargers to move up Ironi fifth
overall to the No. 1 spot to select
the Newport News, Va. native who
played two seasons for the I lokirs
before turning professional.
The Chargers, with the fifth
pick, took Texas Christian running
back LaDainian Tomlin&on, the
nation's leading rusher last season.
"I was all for it," Vick said of the
trade Saturday, wearing a Falcons
cap and a luminous smile as he
stepped onto the stage at the theater
at Madison Square Garden to pose
for pictures with Commissioner
Paul Tagliabue.
"It doesn't really matter who 1
play tor I don't really care as long
as I had the chance and the opportunity to play in the NFL."
Vick's representatives said the
Falcons have already agreed to
the parameters of a six-year, $50
million plus deal. Atlanta, 4 12
last season, is looking to re\ i\ <■ <i
moribund franchise with one of
the most exciting players in the
annals of college football. The
Falcons have already said they
plan to start veteran Chris
Chandler, but will put special
packages in their offense lot Yi. k
right away because of his ability to
throw or improvise on the run.

"They do have a plan," Vick
Mid, adding that he had "no bitter
feelings" toward San Diego. "I just
spoke with Coach (Dan) Reeves
and he said we'll talk about it
tomorrow ... I'm going to have fun
doing it. As long as I'm comfortable and I leam this offense, then
there's really no stopping me."
Michael Sullivan. Vick's agent,
said here Saturday that the Falcons
deal will make his client very comfortable. It will include just over
$15 million guaranteed over the
first three years of a six-year contr.u t that ultimately will pay Vick
$50 to $55 million.

U
It doesn 't really matter
who I play for.
— Michael Vick
Atlanta Falcons' quarterback

55—
Sullivan also said the Falcons
are willing to structure the last
three years of the pact with
increases that would put Vick in
the same financial class as
Cleveland's Tim Couch and
liukmapolis's Peyton Manning,
quarterba.ks also taken with the
hrst o\erall picks two of the past
three years.
Other sources indicated the
Chargers had started the talks
with $12 million guaranteed
over the first three years but
were not willing to go above $14
million for a quarterback they
did not plan to play very much
this year, and perhaps not much

fir««z« M«rti$ii
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NOT
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BAD

BLITZ OVER-EASY

in 2002 behind recently acquired
Doug Flutie.
I think objective people would
say that with the Chargers' proposal, they did not expect to ripn
Michael Vick," Sullivan said.
"There was no chance to run f that
(offer) accepted by a quarterback
who was the first pick in the NFL
draft. With Atlanta, we have the
parameters in place. Whether it
was because of what happened
with Ryan Leaf or because of questions about Michael's readiness to
play right away ... "
Chargers Coach Mike Riley said
recently he didn't want to be
remembered as the man who didn't take the potential equivalent of
basketball's Michael Jordan. Riley
also knows his job is on the line and
he must win this year.
Riley insisted the opportunity to
get the Falcons' third-round choice
this year (67th overall) as well as
wide receiver-kick returner Tim
Dwight. and a second-round pick
next season, were the primary reasons for making the deal Sources
in Atlanta said the Chargers wanted the Falcons' No. 2 pick this year,
but Reeves refused.
"There's no looking back for us
right now," Riley said Saturday.
"We did a thing we think will help
our team more immediately."
Many teams helped themselves. The Arizona Cardinals,
moments after trading veteran
cornerback Aeneas Williams to
the St. Louis Rams, selected the
biggest man on the board, 6-foot6,
360-pound
Texas
tackle
Leonard Davis. They've told him
he might play some guard this
year, and Davis said he'd do anything he was asked.

Yo*r ni h«r«
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by Seth Casana

This is a House Ad
If you had written a column or article for the
Sports section today, I wouldn't have had to
make it.
Call the sports desk x6709

TODAY:
7:30

UREC

9:00

COMM CLASS

von AN LX-MAIUNE.

11:00 GROUP AT LIBRARY

12:00

LUNCH AT MRS.
GREENS W/TARA

America's number one cause of adult disability is stroke But
there is help and hope lor improving impaired functions like
talking and writing. A certified speech-language pathologist
can recommend a treatment progrom and offer guidance to
family members. For more on stroke and the therapies
available, contact the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association at 1-800-638-TALK or visit www.asha.org.
Am ■« W
HbWM

ft Avvx "141 **•
fc«

1:00 MEET SUNCHASE
ROOMMATES IN
CLUBHOUSE TO
SIGN LEASE

...GET TO SUNCHASE
50% Discount at the
Corner Pocket!
Starting Sunday Night, 4/22
and for the next two weeks
Play Pool for 1/2 the Price !
TDl' CSsunc Room
call x7.s7d for details!

NOW

WHILE THERE IS STILL
A ROOM FOR YOU!
^
^

S^G^SE
442-4800 WWW.SUNCHASE.NET
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Additions to CAA
look to take away
'Colonial9 curse

SPORTS

Spurs favorite to win title
LOOK, from page 22

ADDITIONS, from page 21

It's traditionally a wild, wild west, and this
year has been no different. Several teams are
hot going into the playoffs, and alt of the
matchups have unique stories. Top-seed San
Antonio will do battle in the Alamo with the
Minnesota Timberwolves, possibly the best
number eight seed in history. Virtually everyone has the Spurs winning it all, and those who
don't are Lakers fans.
Shaq, Kobe and the rest of Phil )ackson's
world champion squad from a year ago are
looking to repeat. Their first-round opponent,
archncmesis Portland, has split the season
series with LA, 2-2, all four games going down
to the wire. Look for Zen Master Jackson to get
in the head of troubled Blazer forward Rasheed
Wallace, who has as many technical fouls as former sports editor Andy Tufts has haircolors.
Wallace was even thrown out of a McDonald's
\ ligh School All-American game, providing just
the type of meat on which Jackson likes to prey.
Without Mar guard Penny Hardawayon the
playoff roster. Phoenix could be in trouble this
week. The Suns play third-seeded Sacramento,
a dangerous team that revolves around power

- the addition of the four teams gives the CAA a few
bonuses
Women's lacrosse will now receive automatic
qualification into the NCAA tournament, starting in 2002. The conference will also add softball
and men's lacrosse championships in 2002 This
fall, field hockey will not receive an automatic
NCAA bid, but the conference will regain its bid
the following year.
But the most important aspect of the additional teams: it helps the conference steer away
from the "Colonial curse," which refers to the
feeling that the Colonial conference meant
strictly, colonial Virginia.
"I look forward to the day when the CAA is
not called the CAA and we could come up with a
name that doesn't restrict itself to just colonial
Virginia." Childers said.
Like the East Coast Conference?
"It's easier when you're out there (recanting
Big East, ACC, Atlantic 10, East Coast Conference.
There's some national appeal to that. Sometime!
Colonial is just that league in Virginia Mfe'te m t
that league in Virginia anymore."

forward Chris Webber. C-YVeb could very likely be out of Sacramento.if u>r this M.won, so the
Kings need to go deep into the playoffs to have
any hope of keeping him in a Kings jersey.
In the other west series, which got underway Saturday, the young and exuberant Dallas
Mavericks play the veteran and experienced
Utah Jazz. Making their first playoff appearance in 10 years, the Mavericks gave Utah a
tough test in Game 1. The lead changed hands
repeatedlv, with the |azz eventually winning
bv two. Dallas point guard Steve Nash could be
having his country sing "O, Canada" at the end
of this one.
The Western Conference is undoubtedly
more talented and competitive than its counterpart, and 1 predict this \w'$ champion will
be from the west. In the conference finals, I'm
going with the top two seeds, San Antonio and
I o-. Angeles. Ihe>e two teams have won the
pail two NBA titles, and one of them will keep
that streak going. I think the difference will be
team chemistry, where the Spurs have the obvious advantage. The well-publicized feud
between Shaq and Kobe could cost the lakers a
place in the tinaK West predu lion Spun

In the finals, Philadelphia and San Antonio
will plav a tough, up-and-down series, ending
in six or seven games. Tim Duncan and David
Robinson, San Antonio's twin towers, should
emerge victorious over Iverson's undermatched 76ers.
Although lacking the legendary status of
a few years ago, this year's NBA playoffs
should be as exciting, thrilling and competitive as ever. If the first weekend's games
were any indication, each series will have its
game-winning shots and comebacks. I'll be
enjoying the games in the friendly confines of
my dorm room, as NBC and TNT will carry
full broadcasts for all those basketball fanatics out there. Now if 1 could just figure out a
way to mute Bill Walton's idiotic commentary, I'd be in basketball heaven.
Khali] Garriot h a fresh nun
SMAD major who 10X8 to
croiJ many line* at The
Breeze and is consulered a traitor by
Breeze sports tditort

I

CEP's Spring Symposia
Continues...

I

I Yo*rarfH«r«

Psychology I ndcrgraduale Poster Session

i
i

Monday. April 23rd, 2-4 p.m.
( lii.I.IIKI Hall Lobby

Adult Degree Program Senior Project Forum
Frida\. April 27*. 6:30 p.m. Ta> lor 405

r*\

Chicken Bacon Swiss

Mm*

Bya lf Get m

'

Bigeli

Let Mr. J"s Take Care
of Food For Your
Graduation Party.
Bagels, 3"Subs & More!

Good at Harrfeonixrg, Wayneeboro, Stuarts Draft
WWWvafcyarby6.com

pU4G

Call any of the 3 Stores:

• Rt.33 "
'564-0461!

I S. Rt.42 '
< ,4_32-1386j

N. Rt.33
442-1997

Earn Credit while you're home for the summer. George Mason University offers
more than 700 courses in accounting, anthropology, astronomy, biology, business legal
studies, chemistry, computer science, dance, economics,

Session Dates

English, and much more.

SESSION A May 21-June 26

For more information, contact us at (703) 993-2343, by fax

SESSION BMay 29-July 23
SESSION C July 2-August 7

(703) 993-8871, or by e-mail summer@gmu.edu. Visit us on

SESSION X Variable Dates

the web at
http://summer.gmu.edu.

3 New Enrollee

'"I

3 Return Enrollee

3 Please send me a summer schedule of classes
Name:

__^^_^_^

Address:
City:

Stale:

Home Phone:

. Zip:.

Office Phone:.

Please fax or mail this coupon to:
George Mason University
Summer Term. MS 5D1
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, Virginia 22030-4444
Phone: (703) 993-2343

Fax: (703) 993-8871

Web site http://summer.gmu.edu

JMU

-v—^ Mason

Summer
George Mason University
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FOR RENT
You Can llv« In Stone Gate vate bath Contact Amanda
Elorson 442 4436
I—W SaMoaso la AeSSy • 1
room available Mey-Huly. Free
cable, einernet ana phone.
Furmshed, rent negotiable. Call
Leah. 437 5096
nee lot Hen! • Large house with
4 BR. 2 full bath* lor rent. Half
fitie from ma*n campus. Call 4329685 daytime Mf; 289 9227
mmgs

Madison Manor Summer Sublet
1BR available w/ bath furnished.
AC. 5 mm from campus Available
May Ally Carl Kate. 4326825
S BR. 2 Bath W/D. DW. garbage
disposal, basement. 2 kitchens.
4250/Bfl 867 9375.
Nee* a Place lor Spring 2002? I'm
studying abroad and leaving behind
3 wonderful girl roommates
Contact Sarah Zuckerman.
/uckers*#J")u edu. 410493-5408.
4 BR Hoes* • 2 baths, laundry.
OSL. Aug. 2001. $940/mo. 65 W.
Fa* view. 4330984.

New Suttet LMtlnc '•■■
Aug. rent very negotiable E-mail
Carrie, dodtoncrtjmu eoV

1214 FereathHI ■ 3 bedroom
townnouse just east of interstate
Kitchen 4 laundry appliances
Fireplace in dining room 1810.
Hess& Miller 434 7383

Mere Space 6 Privacy - New 3 M.
Kh with lull private bath. 2 living
areas, all new appliances, W/D,
walk m closets. 3 levels, walk to
campus Devon Lane Townhomn.
574 8413 4876776

Furnished Townhouse MadrSOfl
Square. W/D. AC. 3 bedrooms. 2.5
baths. 4650 434-1040

gwneur SaWeaoe • May July 15.
ornate room and bath n Sunchase
Ask lor Megan. 442 5611
YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
1 Bedroom
MadtoonTemee
Hunters Rtfga
Gliujrrl>riM<l
ttVH <i •<< '- 00
2 Bedrooms
Huatai Kidur
M.t.i.s. .ti Manor
Madison Trrrarr
SiiirlUiqnr 5212 50
3 Bedroom*
Madis.ni Manor

DukeOwdcm
Madison Gardens
Mudlson Terrace
MadiMm Square
University llare
Snifiii«ja(SI75
4 BedrooBU
Mountain View llrl^Hi
HunUn Hid«r
M.nlis. .ii Manor
Unlvemitv Phi ■
University Court
I n11.nr Station
FOB Hill
Country Club Court
Sfirfluff ill 8175
5 B<droom»
Huntr-rs Iddyr Lflfl
Siarfino at S275
Large Selection
of Houses!
Funkhoiwrr * Associate*
Property Management, Inc
In/oe^ink houHTManaprmrn l. cum

1*<K« 2 5 Story Houe* r ,: r « n.
hardwood floors. 3 4 BP. 2 bath,
off street parking. N. High St.
Available Aug 1. 4875/mo.
4333395

PHEASANT RUN
TOWNHOMKS
4 bedroom. 2 5 bath.
1500 sq ft .frontdoor
parking, ethernel available.
microwave, dishwasher.
washer & dryer,
deck or patio

GRADUATION
WEEKEND
I»o Maaunullrn Retort t'ondos
Sleep four, greal riles' During
JMU'icommencemcrM week
May 4-11
Tall Michael J02-JAH 4»M
Hunters Rtage - ? huge BfJ. 1 bath.
deck, second floor. 4300 56&4509.
3 Large SastreonV 1 Beth Duet* ■
large living, dining rooms corner of
Mason/Cantreil. 4335987.
Huatera Ridge • 4 BFt'condo.
4230/bedroom. Landlord pays
eiectnc. telephone and water bills.
2968984
Neit School rear • Double *ide
trailer on horse farm 8 m. out Port
fid 2 BR. deck. A/C. 4385/mo.
includes utilities. 234-9781.
Heater* Ridge Townhouse ■ four
bedrooms available for Fail 2001
and Spring 2002 semesters Call
collect 757 3408993 for details
Urge House. West Market 2 kitchens. 2 baths. 5 people,
no pets. 4270 each. B. Martin,
703931-4167.
3 Bedroom House - good condition.
w/D.
available
8/17/01.
4675/mo. 4331569
3, 4, Of S BR Units Available
Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starting at 4150/bedroom. Apple
Real Estate, Inc. 5404339576

801-0660
Summer Sublease • Southview
Apts , May Jury. 4285/mo Private
bach, walk in closet, rent negotiable
Cal Enka asap at 438-2240

J-M
APARTMENTS

lr<

IfO

Hoaae on N. High ■ great fkuibtlrty
including length of lease, rent and
utilities Ca" for a great deal
8679375
HOUM WMI Mart.*
private yard. 3 baths, no pets. 7
people $275 each B Martin.
703931-4167

2 BH Apt W House Downstairs A
3 BR Apt. Upstairs - parking and
large yard 4270 each 8 Martin.
7038202757
4 5 Bit Fumlthed To-nhousn
baths. W/D. DW. garbage disposal.
AC new carpet, waning distance,
basement 4235.867 9375
Townhouse. >po .'r n.itl . V. i,
new vinyl, new carpet, walk to JMU,
pool. Available July 1 4750/mo.
2466700.

Liberty Street •
2 blocks from campus.
3 bedroom townnouse.
3 levels, water Included,
large rooms.
Very Nice 3 BR Houae
Near EMU. 2 bath. W/D.
D/W. 8275/person.
ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU
■NOBUSRWEI
Kline Realty

Avertable Off Camp** Housing 7
and 3 story townhouses 4 5
bedroom house Some with free
ethernel For listings, floor plans
and locations, contact University
Realty. 434-4444. onvrtfysfgTe.net.
www. urwennyealty.com/locat ions

1250 not furnished"
4275 fumlshed*
■p»» bwdroo")

13313 Devon Lane 3 bedroom, rurnlshed.
W/D. D/W. A/C. 8700/mo.

438-8800, Anytime!
2001 -2002
Ethernet Available!

1 PR Apt SsiO/mo.
or SITuVperMHi
4 BR Apt. S7:(f/mo.
or SIKO/person
Oaafsstissaewaaii
Kline Really Prnpeny
Manajjeincnt
The good iipjflmrni
so come by JIW vr u»'
\ iv 11 us al:
www. efw.com/-rent

Moving? Danate year aurphia te
UB) Gift & Thrift. 227 N Mam.
ltflO Toyota Corelb • Automatic
4dr Runs gieat. Price negtiable.
4362548

HELP WANTED
41500 Weekly Potential • mailing
Our circulars. Free intormonon Call
202 452-5901.
Dance Instructor Position • at
respected local studio for this
summer or 2001 2002 Beast, tap,
Jait. modern. Irish, ballroom.
4337127

Property Mgmt.

438-6800
Visit our web site:
www. cfw.com/ -rent
The Grand Duke ApartmenU • new
& newly renovated superior, large
1 bedroom apartments close to
campus available for summer and
Fall 2001 school year. Ful sue. eatin kitchens and large living room.
High quality, eitensive new
furnishings available Ph 4331744.
Mt. View Drive TH - 5 BR.
furnished, walking distance.
4180/month. l year lease
(8/01-8/021. W/D 70345O5008
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse •
furnished. 2 BR units, kitchen.
4260/bedroom. 703737O103
AMaest New 1 BR Apartments
etceiient condition stove, ref.,
W/0. some with dishwashers.
Available 8/17/01. 4400425.
No ptU. 4331569
2 Ml TsweitfrOstM • great condition,
very close* W/D. 2001-2002.
4525/mo. 4331569.

FOR SALE
Pair Yamaha Floor-Standing
Speakers - 160 watts, 4200, Other
furniture available. Brett. 8016580.

1 it K Apt S.UO/mo.
2 BR Apt. W(XVmo.
or SlOO/pcrvon

1»M leap Wrangler • Sport, black.
soft top 540442-4849 after 4pm

firnaerNest Loft For Sate - Used
less than one semester. Great
condition, headboard, ertra shell
Details and price, call Connne.
5660455
ftegarater Kits, tape - Beer/wine
making. Bluestone Cellars,
n. 432-6799
Reggae Roots Wear. Rock n roll
collectibles/memorabilia, hemp
accessorles/jeweiry. stated glass
art, conscientious t sn*is/posters.
Batik tapestries mcences, oil.
Imported wood work. Majestic
Imports • downtown 52 E. Market.
4426728

Ml* Tatar • for bright 12 year old
boy. 2001 2002 5663068
■■perl one a« CMM Care Frovtaor
needed for summer. Call 5663725
daytime or 4326217 evenings
Fratornltlea. Soroiltlos. Ciuhs.
Student Groups - Earn S1000
42000 this semester with the easy
CampusfOndr aiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so can today'
Contact Campusfundralser com
at 8889233238 or visit
www. compu s funtrai ser com
IvkH
i/Oaa
Now hrrmg Nova areas! Minimum of
47 25 Apply on-kne or can 877-SEEPOOL wwwprerngrenwrnpnsesrr com

Wanted: Fun loving, creative
ety—nts • to provide summer crirtd
care for area families, primarily
weekdays. Non smoking a must.
Can ChiidCare Connection at
4334531

Summer Camp
Counselors
The Virginia Elks Youth
Camp, Inc. In Bath County.
VA has mala and female
cabin counselor
positions available.
Fcwuled in 1949. VEYC is an
accrrdiird reudcmial camp for
underpmilrgrd children located JUM
north uf Clifton Forte. VA A wkJc
ranee of traditional camp ;tctmi>e«
offered im-ludmr vx-cer A
irnnt\ .liim»
Datee:
Boya' • 6/11 to 7/14
Girls' -7/14 tO 8/4
Salary, room A board EOE
Contact: 540-862-9489
E-mail: i<iWksrnnips4ttoLcorn
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MEDIA SPECIALIST
RasponsiWlfees w4l «clode
development of company
brocnures magazine ft newspaper
adverSsements and web siie
design iHerface with outside
vendors negohakt pncing and
develop now advertising programs
The candidate wei nave a
working knowledge of IVkcrosoll
Front Page ft Publisher. Adobe
Photoshop ft illustrator and have
an abwty to adjust to a last pace
cfw»glng sunsronment
Send your resume lo
Human RMOurces. CENTURY 21
TRf-Tlme«hareo. 745 C Market St..
Mamsonborg VA 22*01

SUMMER IN MAINE

Biology &
Science Majors

1 800 997 4317
LMOU rni»pl(ik-«-rrirnp.com

Male/female Instructors
needed: IVtmi-- Sunn

Sail, Mater aU. Lsnd
S|-in-. An hery,
OynuauUcs ti
CosliiMirr. PDttery, SiKrr
Jewelry, (^opjvr-r
Bnsinellng Picturesque
lontiunv excepUonal
UftrfJlaes, RrsKli-nti.il
June lo AllJUSt,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP

for Girls:

NOKXPr.rslrM>
NEEDED!

Stgfftat32K.45Kat2yean
IMS. Inc . i biorncdical
MrfrsVfil lirni in Silver Spnng,
MDteotttrtaf I free 4 week
pnigramming course Wo have
10 opening* We have hired
•HV> ol the VI siudcnis v.ho
have taken ihiv koursc Course
Marts 6/ISAOI FordctaiK»cc
www.tMSWHH.com
or in apply call loll-free

CAMP TAKAJO
for boys:
I 800-250 8252
uirii' runi/ifntcn/o
Part Tlrm BabysMler. Home*taper.
Cook Massanirtten area, flcieie
hours. 4 8 p m Mf. Sat. & Sun.
open. $68/hr plus gas money.
e«perience preferred 4369292
tXmture sioro 1620 hr/Wh.. 4330900
Summer Employment • workers
needed to assist in packing
household goods and loading, off
loading trucks Call Ware's van A
Storage m Manassas at 80O361
7136 for more info. Ask about our
scholarship program!

BS8-6WI-5057.

WANTED

Loaa 10. 20. 40 law • ">"H'it-'
lOCrXguararteed 8867096353

Adoption - We are a happily
married, active, fun and financially
stable couple UMU grads'l who
would love to adopt Please call
8005580561. access code 03 or
visit www.aottprwifhus.com.

super - fulltme. this
summer, start now 47 50.4333395.
RMH Wellness Cont^i Sunnri
Pwarttena • Children's Programming
Assistants- lesponsrbikties include
providing ectrvmes and supervising
children At least one-year work
eapenence ndBvstopra] and managing
children's programs preferred. CPR
cerbflcation a requeed Water Sak-ty
Instructor (WSI|. wt-k? upholding the
mission of the American Red Cross.
DW WSI wd be responsible to teach,
conduct and evaluate swim courses
Must have current CPR and WSl
certifications. For additional into
contact Barb Rud«a" at 540-5645695 Appiicatons can be obtained
at the front desk of the RMH
Weaness Center.

TRAVEL OUT WIST!

Wanted: Cars far parts . w? 5871
or »Cri3wa0»oi.com.
Non-sketchy Roommate - 'or
Squire H ill townnouse
No
Backstreet Boys. 442 9358

SERVICES
Does Your House or Apt. Have Any
Damage? Oont lose your deposit
Call Odd Jobbers we'll lb anytfwig
4180123

NOTKT

SauthweMernCo.
SunuiHT Internship
Ku-cllcnt experience Average
furst summer $7,000. link tatactkaj

lo
■rrtitfi tsfantief. the
irivcMipmm ul linjncing
rHi*irK'«»«pf"»r1 unities. COBUCt
ika Mm.i BeahWH laaraaa, ii>(

inusTXTidont A sharp •IIRWOK

lK.IO-5.Vt.550l

For inturmalkin tall 441-V9.U

www,thebreeze.org
AGET,

C-O-N-N-E-C-T-E-D

All the latest in campus news at...

www.thebreeze.org
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We at The Commons,
Stone Gate, and
X South View tip our caps
to your success!
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments artd you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lou Lane

432-OOOO
www.lbjlimtted.com

Stone Gate
^ -^fP

»-zi Southvlew "-"

,

' f

Mon-Frt 9 am-s:jo pm

